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Brexit-ready?
In June 2016, the UK voted to leave the EU.
There has been much discussion on what
this will look like and the impact it will have
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There are steps you and your business
can take to ensure you’re ready for the
changes ahead.
Visit cimaglobal.com/brexit for the latest
information and resources — to make sure
you are prepared.
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THE VIEW FROM THE PRESIDENT

AMAL RATNAYAKE, FCMA, CGMA

O

rganisations face
unprecedented disruption.
As the pace of change
accelerates and organisations
rush to meet evolving consumer
demands, they are transforming
the way they do business. They
are reimagining their role in the
market and adapting their
business models to cope with the
turbulence.
As the organisations we serve
rise to these new demands, so too
should we. As technological
advances become more
mainstream, we must reimagine
the role of finance at its most
fundamental level. The finance
function needs to be resourceful,
adaptable, and constantly alert to
remain relevant in its position.
Traditional finance jobs are
leaving the finance function as
tech advances such as artificial
intelligence and robotics take
over basic accounting,
bookkeeping, and compliance
tasks. Although this change may
feel uncomfortable, removing
these tasks shifts our focus and
frees us up to add value in a new
way. Where we used to compile
historical business performance
data to provide insights, we are
now spending more time using technology and our
technical skills to predict future outcomes that
influence decisions.
We can seize this opportunity to redefine the
finance function’s role in our organisations. But we
can’t do it alone.
Through effective partnering with teams across the
organisation, the finance function can use its insights
and knowledge to inform decisions, improve
performance, and help develop successful business
models.
To be effective business partners, we must be
proactive and inclusive, working closely with other
areas of the business. The finance function is
positioned to look across the organisation objectively,
and by analysing a wide range of data, we offer
powerful information to the teams we support. This

cross-functional partnership
extends the reach of the finance
function, helping us lead our
organisations to sustainable
success at every level.
Our technical competence is
not enough to create this new
path for us. We have to develop
skills that complement our
core technical understanding.
They include soft skills like
leadership, social influence,
and creativity.
Technological innovations will
never fully take over the role of
finance, because at its heart, the
finance function is made up of
people. When used well,
technology augments our
capabilities. Organisations rely on
management accountants for
their technical expertise and
ability to apply it to business.
However, it’s our people skills that
allow us to be partners. Just as we
hone our technical skills, we must
also sharpen our human
intelligence. Because, after all,
that’s what makes us so special.
To be successful business
partners now and in the future,
we must embrace the changes
happening all around us and
commit ourselves to lifelong
learning and upskilling. While we reimagine our roles
and build up our technical and soft skills, we must
also strengthen our foundation of ethics, integrity,
and professionalism to ensure we remain trusted
partners in business.
At CIMA, we remain focused on helping students
and members thrive amid disruption. We provide
resources and learning opportunities that equip
students and members with the skills they need to
succeed. CIMA may have come to the end of its
centenary year, but we continue to propel the role of
finance forward. Now with our global reach through
the Association of International Certified Professional
Accountants, we are better prepared than ever to
support the needs of our dynamic accounting
profession.
I am thankful to be leading in such a dynamic time.

Business partnering
in a digital age

PHOTO BY FIONA HANSON/AP IMAGES

‘The finance function is
positioned to look across the
organisation objectively, and by
analysing a wide range of data,
we offer powerful information to
the teams we support.’

KEEP IN TOUCH

Follow me
on Twitter:
@CIMA_President
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Reimagining
data analytics
By Ash Noah, CPA, FCMA, CGMA
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T

he unprecedented amount of
data available to an
enterprise presents a new
opportunity for management
accountants to create value
for their enterprise and transform the
finance function from being a cost
centre to a value centre.
The finance function’s expertise in
understanding data sources and which
data is relevant in decision-making has
always been an area of strength. Finance
has done this effectively, combining
financial and nonfinancial data,
providing actionable insights to the
organisation. The speed at which an
organisation moves from “data to
decision” determines its speed to
market and will ultimately be its
competitive edge. However, finance is
rapidly losing ground now due to a lack
of competencies to operate with the
latest technologies, or a lack of data
science and data engineering skills to
enable the generation of insights from
vast quantities of data.
Finance has leveraged enterprise data
to drive operational efficiency gains.
However, the imperative now is to
leverage the power of data analytics and
technology, engage with the business,
and drive business model transformation. This transformation is centred on
using data and digital assets to serve
6 I FM MAGAZINE I February 2020

customers in new ways and create new
customer value propositions.
In the Oracle, AICPA, and CIMA
co-produced report Agile Finance
Unleashed: The Key Traits of Digital
Finance Leaders (available for free
download at tinyurl.com/y968gxrv),
Nigel Everard, former CFO at Hungry
Jack’s, an Australian fast-food burger
chain, explained how the finance
function has used cloud technology to
drive data feeds directly from their
point-of-sale systems and has transformed finance’s role in delivering on
customer expectations. Those working
in finance at Hungry Jack’s are conscious
of what’s going on in the consumer
market and how people’s behaviours are
changing, and they are making sure they
are getting ahead of the curve with
artificial intelligence and machine
learning.
The ability to leverage data is not just
about having data visualisation skills.
ETL (extract, transform, and load)
activities take up a significant amount
of time and skill and are the foundation
of being able to extract value from data.
Finance professionals need to develop
technology know-how and create the
capability to operate in this new digital
environment.
Whilst they do not need the skills of a
data engineer or a data scientist, they do

need to have foundational knowledge of
these disciplines in order to understand
the new and emerging capabilities and
the “art of the possible”. For example,
they need an understanding of the world
of data lakes and how to process and
derive insights from petabytes of data.
They need to understand how data sets
such as geopositional data, demographic
data, weather data, employment data,
etc., outside the enterprise can be
combined with enterprise data to provide
rich insights to the business. The
Association provides resources to help
management accountants embrace and
develop a digital mindset, including Go
Beyond Disruption and the Human
Intelligence series, which are available at
aicpa-cima.com/disruption.html; and
also the CGMA Digital Mindset Pack,
which is free for CGMA designation
holders (available from the CGMA Store at
tinyurl.com/s5k2eyg, using the code
MINDSET20, or the AICPA Store at
tinyurl.com/snqedc2). It means
constantly learning, unlearning, and
relearning to stay ahead in this digital era.
Ash Noah, CPA, FCMA, CGMA, is
managing director–Learning,
Education, and Development at the
Association of International Certified
Professional Accountants.

“I will never forget what the CIMA
Benevolent Fund has done for us —
and will always donate to help others.”
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#OneDayChangesLives
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The business model that powers

rent-to-wear

Selling subscriptions to rent rather than buy clothes is a business model
that’s gaining traction. Here’s how it works.
By Sabine Vollmer

CUSTOMER SIDE

2

1

3

DELIVERY
OR PICKUP
Customer receives
order by mail or picks
up order at nearby
physical store, if
available

RENTAL
Customer can keep
the product for a
month or more,
depending on their
subscription

ORDER
Customer
browses rental
offerings and
places an order
via mobile app
or website

4

RETURN

5

FULFILLMENT
CENTRE

After time alloted by
subscription,
customer returns
rental items by mail,
to a physical store, or
at a drop-off box

OPEN
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8

BACK ON RACKS
Once sent to stores or
other facilities, products
go through another
round of quality checks
and can be rented again

7

6

TRANSPORTATION
Once quality is checked,
products are
transported back to
stores or other facilities
based on demand

COMPANY SIDE
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CLEANING AND
INSPECTION
Items are cleaned, repaired,
inspected, and prepared for
dispatch. This process can
take as little as a day
depending on the item

Items are scanned
and dropped off or
returned by post to
a fulfillment centre

Sabine Vollmer is an FM magazine senior editor. To comment on this article
or to suggest an idea for another article, contact her at Sabine.Vollmer@
aicpa-cima.com.
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icensing software on a subscription basis. Storing data in the
cloud. Hailing a rideshare service like Uber or Lyft. Working a
short-term, on-demand job at a shared workspace. The economy is
brimming with business models based on renting rather than
buying.
Subscriptions to rent rather than buy clothes is another one of those
business ideas. And it’s gaining traction.
Established retailers such as American Eagle, Ann Taylor, and New York &
Company have signed on, as have digital startups such as Rent the Runway,
which offers designer dresses and apparel, and Rainey’s Closet, which rents
special occasion children’s clothes. While most cater for women, some of the
services also carry men’s clothing.
Rent-to-wear businesses seem to be thriving while brick-and-mortar
retailers struggle to attract shoppers, who increasingly buy online. In August
2019, Le Tote, a clothing rental service founded in 2012 on the subscription
box model, agreed to buy the brand, digital channels, and associated
inventory of Lord + Taylor, a department store chain founded in 1826.
Most rental clothing and apparel services are online and offer monthly
subscriptions. Fees to rent range from about $59 to $159 per month. The
graphic on the previous page illustrates the chain of activities that power the
rent-to-wear business model.

5

tips for avoiding
favouritism
in the workplace

When you choose ‘winners’ amongst employees, the team loses.
By Hannah Pitstick

PHOTO BY PIRANKA/ISTOCK

I

t’s human nature to like some
people more than others, but
playing favourites in the workplace
is a dangerous game.
There are two main types of
favouritism, according to Paul Russell,
managing director of Luxury Academy, a
UK- and India-based training company.
Arbitrary favouritism can happen when
you treat a particular staff member
differently because you get along with
them and maybe enjoy socialising with
them. Performance-based favouritism
can happen when you naturally acquiesce
to requests from high-performing
employees more than other employees.
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Either variety of favouritism can be
easy to fall into because managers are
often unaware they’re even doing it.
“While most managers would never
admit to playing favourites with their
staff, it’s something they need to be aware
of and guard against,” said Jessica Laina,
senior employment relations adviser with
Employsure, an Australia-based company
that provides workplace relations support
to employers and business owners.
Laina cited a 2011 study by Georgetown
University that found that 84% of senior
business executives surveyed believed
favouritism was happening in their
workplace.

“Whether it’s real or perceived, subtle
or overt, employees are highly attuned to
bosses who may be playing favourites
amongst their staff,” she said.
Employees on the wrong end of
favouritism can be demoralised, and that
can erode company culture. When one or
two employees are positioned on a
pedestal, it can be difficult for the team to
work together cohesively. And it’s often
not great for the favourites, who may have
to deal with resentment from their
colleagues.
In addition to improving morale,
avoiding favouritism is also good for your
personal development.

“Constantly surrounding yourself with
people you like can limit your growth as a
manager,” Laina said. “Learning how to
work with, manage, and develop people
you may find personally challenging will
make you a more complete manager,
which is an admirable goal for any
professional.”
If you think you might be
unintentionally subjecting your office to
favouritism, here are a few tips from
experts on how to level the playing field.

Keep lists
As a manager, you may be oblivious to the
number of times you’ve given a particular
employee a plum assignment or asked an
employee to lunch, but you can be sure
your employees have taken notice.
Karen Dillon, author of the Harvard
Business Review Guide to Office Politics,
recommended keeping lists of all your
employees and the times you’ve favoured
each of them in some way. Just make a
simple note of when you’ve given an
employee an extra perk or a desirable
assignment or when you’ve included
them in something that others might like
a chance to do, too.
“If you hold yourself accountable on all
dimensions, you’ll notice if you have
patterns of picking the same people,”
Dillon said. “And you’ll reap the benefits
of that because people will understand
that you’re trying to encourage their
growth and they’ll give you better
performance.”

Find common ground
It can be tricky to bond with employees
you seemingly have nothing in common
with, but odds are you can find some
commonality with little effort. By getting
to know each employee a bit better, you
can help prevent any unintentional
favouritism that might result from having
more rapport with some team members
than others.
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

Start making an effort to chat with
employees you don’t know very well. You
might find you are fans of the same sports
team, are both dog lovers, or enjoy the
same film genre. You don’t have to be best
friends, but finding a common interest
can help overcome any feelings of
negativity towards that employee and
make you more balanced in your
approach to assigning projects and tasks,
Laina pointed out.
Maybe you don’t invite a certain
employee to a sporting event because you
know they won’t enjoy it, but you can
invite them to lunch or take them into a
meeting with another part of the company
so they can get exposure.
“There are tons of ways to make
someone feel special — it’s not about the
event as much as it’s about choosing to
include the employee in something,”
Dillon said.

one of your favourites, he suggested
pairing that employee with another
employee, perhaps one who is less
experienced, which serves a dual purpose
of evening out the workload and giving
less experienced employees a chance to
learn and prove themselves.

Get an honest broker
It can also be helpful to get an outside
perspective to hold you accountable to
any signs of favouritism.
If you’re concerned that you have a
tendency to favour one staff member over
others, Dillon recommended asking a
colleague from another department to
attend one of your meetings as an
observer and give feedback on your
delivery and management style to see if
there is anything, or anyone, you’ve
overlooked.

Develop a deep and varied bench
Playing favourites is also a bad strategy
because it can diminish your exposure to
multiple perspectives.
“Having a deep bench and knowing the
capabilities of employees beyond your
one or two star performers is really good
for you as a manager because you won’t
have to turn to the same people and burn
them out,” Dillon said. “Having everybody
firing on all cylinders requires them to
feel you treat them fairly and with
respect.”
Russell agreed, adding that leaders
shouldn’t forget that there are others on
the team who could potentially be
performing just as strongly.
“A single employee alone, no matter
how talented, isn’t going to meet the
company’s every objective, but a strong
team working together could,” he said.
Russell suggested putting objective
performance measures in place and
helping staff understand the measures and
how they will be assessed against them.
Rewards such as advancement should be
based upon objective performance
measures, and even unofficial rewards
need to have procedures in place that
everyone is aware of.
If a project comes up that is perfect for

Be transparent
It always helps to be transparent and
communicative with your employees
about how you’re making decisions on
whom to choose for a project or
presentation.
Letting employees know their turn is
coming, even if it’s down the road, will
ensure they don’t feel forgotten.
“You don’t have to overexplain
everything, but letting them know, for
instance, that you’re trying to balance
their workloads, so if anyone feels they
have too much or too little, [they] feel free
to speak up,” Dillon said. “It goes so far for
them to know you’re open and trying to
do the right thing.” ■

Hannah Pitstick is a freelance writer
based in the US. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Drew Adamek,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Andrew.Adamek@aicpa-cima.com.
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Key competencies for

finance business
partnering
These essential competencies can help prevent poor
operational decisions.
By Raju Venkataraman, FCMA, CGMA

A

s companies worldwide
struggle with rapid
geopolitical, demographic,
technological, and
competitive changes, finance
business partnering offers an opportunity
to create a strategic advantage.
The complex and volatile environment
forces midlevel managers to make more
operational decisions that can impact
performance. In a 2018 global Gartner
study, 61% of business decision-makers
and finance executives reported an
increase in the number of operational
decisions in the past three years. More
than half (57% of respondents) said
operational decisions have financial
implications and impact profitability.
The Gartner study suggests that poor
operational decision-making could
compromise upwards of 3% of operating
profit before depreciation, and that is not a
small number.
It is then no surprise that business
leaders need and seek active partnership
and collaboration from finance
professionals who can understand the
12 I FM MAGAZINE I February 2020

goals and overarching strategies of the
business, analyse financial and
nonfinancial information, and present
recommendations to support their
decision-making.
While business leaders are happy for
the finance team to continue playing the
roles of operator (FP&A, core finance, etc.)
and steward (compliance, controls, etc.),
today’s leaders want finance team
members to increasingly focus on being
strategists (collaborate with business folks
to support strategy formulation and
decision-making) and catalysts (challenge
the status quo and champion finance as
well as enterprise-level transformation).
In a loose way, the latter two roles form
the essence of finance playing the
business partner role.
Finance business partnering is what
finance teams do when they create value by
providing insights (often data-led), thus
influencing their business counterparts to
make better decisions.
The leadership hats I wore at Walt
Disney Southeast Asia (and in companies I
worked for before Disney) — including

business operations, sales and
distribution, general management,
strategy and business development, and,
of course, my core area, finance —
convinced me of the difference such
partnering can make to the business and,
indeed, to one’s own career.
Now, as a leadership coach and
corporate trainer, I like to champion this
partnering through workshops, where I
am often asked what skillsets equip a
finance professional to be a good finance
business partner. My response is that it
requires a set of new and enhanced skills
and a change in our mindset.
But ahead of all that, it is critical to get
the basics right: Do the steward and
operator roles really well; deliver timely,
error-free financial and operating results
with unquestionable data quality. Without
high-quality systems and data, you will get
bogged down in reconciliations and lose
insight opportunities, draining your time
and credibility as an effective partner.
Next, work on the key competencies
required for a finance business partner.
From my own experience on both sides of

the partnership and my extensive work
with business leaders, I have developed a
road map that I frequently use in my
workshops (see the chart, “Key
Competencies for a Finance Business
Partner”).
These eight skillsets and six mindsets,
based on my experience and conversations
I have had with other CFOs, are at the very
heart of successful business partnering
and crucial for aspiring finance business
partners.
To illustrate, a finance business partner
who grasps the larger goals of the business
and appreciates the changing market
landscape will be able to work with the
CEO and business unit heads to determine
the key drivers for success in each line of
business. From that, the finance business
partner will arrive at a common
understanding of the key performance
indicators to be tracked and how they are
to be computed.
If we were to think about which of the
14 competencies are flexed in this
instance, those that come to mind include
intellectual curiosity, commercial
acumen, strategic thinking, business
insight through analytics, stretching
beyond the comfort zone, bias for action,
and probably a few others. Depending on
the industry and the specific role a finance
team member plays, some of these
competencies may be more important
than others.

How finance business partnering
worked at Disney
Here’s an anonymised example of finance
business partnering with sales that
occurred regularly during my time at
Disney:

The brand licensing business (where
franchise characters are licensed to
third-party merchandise brands) was
facing pressure from a key customer for
substantially lower royalty rates and more
favourable terms for a contract renewal
because of growth in volume of business
over the years.
The finance business partner team
partnered with the sales team to examine
the merits of the customer’s ask and put
together a well-substantiated and
compelling counterproposal by:
y Doing a market analysis (using
secondary data) to substantiate this
customer’s market share claimed in
FM-MAGAZINE.COM
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The business case

Key competencies for a finance business partner
Commercial and organisational
acumen

Strategic thinking

Communicating
to influence

Global mindset and adaptability

Relationship and
stakeholder management

Appreciation
for technology

Intellectual curiosity and continuous learning
Bias for action and problem-solving
Agile decision-making and calculated risk-taking
Confidence and maturity to challenge peers

Business insight and decision
support

Coping with ambiguity and championing change
Negotiation mastery
Stretching beyond the comfort zone

Skillsets

Mindsets

Source: Ecsel Consulting Pte Ltd.

different segments and how that had
been trending, to verify the growing
importance and further potential of
this customer.
y Working internally with our content
team across multiple lines of business
to aggregate information on ongoing
and planned investments to increase
the appeal of the particular franchise
characters (those that this customer
sought to license and others we
could recommend that they add
on) among the target markets. This
included (1) future content pipeline
and marketing plans for movies/TV
shows involving these characters; (2)
our consumer insights team adding
trend data on how consumer recall
scores for these characters have
gone up during the existing contract
tenure with this customer; and (3)
sales putting these in a presentation
to show the customer how much
they stand to gain by partnering
with the highly saleable characters,
and thereby aiding the sales team in
fending off customers’ aggressive ask
for lower royalty rates.
y Collecting market intelligence
on estimated royalty pricing by
competitors (this required some
sleuthing, working hand-in-hand
with the sales team) and on royalty
rates charged by our counterparts in
other geographies for licensing the
characters to similar product groups,
14 I FM MAGAZINE I February 2020

for benchmarking purposes.
y Helping the sales team come up with

a well-substantiated counteroffer
that was compelling to the customer
yet equitable for the company. An
example would be to use multiple
scenarios of step-down royalty
percentages and link them to
incremental sales as a win-win
proposition and to compute the
impact on revenue forecasts to help
sales decide the baseline terms and
our aspirational terms, ie, our initial
offer. Or you could use your cost
understanding to identify schemes
and marketing support programmes
that offer high value to the customer
at low marginal cost to us.
y Better still (if the finance business
partner has well-honed negotiation
skills), supporting the sales team
by participating in the actual
negotiations with the customer.

Skills to learn
If you wish to equip yourself with these
competencies and become an effective
finance business partner, here’s what you
can do, starting today:
y Work to improve your commercial
acumen. Understand the value chain
of your organisation, and update
yourself on industry developments,
the competition, the economy,
etc. Step out from behind your
computer to walk the shop or retail

floor, spend time getting to know
members of the operating and sales
teams, take on projects that give you
cross-functional exposure, and follow
trade publications and podcasts.
y Network with fellow professionals
outside your organisation to share
war stories and learn from each other.
Join offline and online forums to
learn how the latest technological
developments can be leveraged
to improve finance department
productivity and help your business
counterparts.
y Seek opportunities to learn and
practise your written communication
and presentation skills.
And my bonus tip for you is to reflect
on what you are going to start doing to
add more value and what you are going
to stop doing to free up time and
mind-space. ■
Raju Venkataraman, FCMA, CGMA,
was CFO and head of strategy and
business development for Disney in
Southeast Asia before he became a
leadership coach and corporate
trainer who offers his services
globally. He lives in Singapore. To
comment on this article or to suggest
an idea for another article, contact
Sabine Vollmer, an FM magazine
senior editor, at Sabine.Vollmer@
aicpa-cima.com.
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Take the
next step in

business
partnering
Become a strategic partner by building
relationships and learning to speak a
language other than finance.
By Anders Liu-Lindberg

B

usiness partnering as a concept has been around
formally for at least 20 years. It’s built on the
notion that finance must do more with its
resources to support decision-making in the
business. CEOs need a forward-looking view on
the business and the industry. Here is why, what, and how
finance can help deliver that forward focus and become a
better business partner, along with several examples of
business partnering in action:
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y Why: Finance acts as a business

Build trusted relationships

partner to optimise business
performance. If performance is not
improved — if value is not created
— then we shouldn’t do business
partnering. There are no legal or
compliance reasons to do so.
y What: Finance influences decisions
by changing conversations and
qualifying the input that goes into
decision-making.
y How: There are four main elements,
as discussed below.

Without trust there cannot be business
partnering. If your numbers are not
trusted — if your character is not trusted
— then you won’t be listened to. That
means, to build relationships with your
stakeholders, work actively on building
trust by increasing your credibility,
reliability, and intimacy while decreasing
your self-orientation. Do this well and
you can build trusted relations where
your advice is the difference between a
good and an unwise decision and where
your “no” is trusted as much as your
“yes”.

How finance can become a
better business partner
Drive business performance
management
All companies have a performance
management cycle that follows the
business cycle. In this cycle, finance
participates to share a view on
performance. This is our entry point into
business partnering.

Create valued insights
However, if all we do is provide the
numbers and the reports that show
performance, we’re not doing much. We
should be sharing insights with business
leaders. For this article, “insight” is
something people did not know that will
help them make better decisions. If all you
do is share things they know, it’s nice, but
it doesn’t help them because it’s already
factored into their decision-making. If
you share something they don’t know but
doesn’t help them, it’s even worse,
because then you take away capacity from
them to make better decisions.

Communicate with impact
You can be the best management
accountant in the world, but if you
cannot communicate the results of your
analysis, then you won’t make any
impact. This is about understanding your
own and your stakeholders’ preferences
for communication. Most likely you’ll
need to adjust your style of
communicating for them to understand
you. It’s obvious simply because we’re
finance professionals talking to
nonfinance professionals, but it goes
beyond that. If you don’t understand the
difference between your personality type
and that of your stakeholders, take time
to get to know those stakeholders better.

How business partners create
value
Here are real-life examples of how
finance can be a business partner.
Years ago, I worked as a finance
manager for a smaller entity, and we had
worked hard on becoming better
business partners. That work all came to
fruition when we could help both our
commercial and operations colleagues
create tangible value. Here’s what we did:
y In one case we had experienced
eroding profits on the contract
we were working on. This was
particularly due to rising labour
costs that were not covered well

Resources
CGMA Competency Framework,
tinyurl.com/y3td5yjf
Building a Better Business, Together,
CGMA report, tinyurl.com/yxvhk449
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enough in the contract’s escalation
mechanisms. That’s what our
analysis showed, and we presented
this insight to senior management.
This caused quite the stir, and
we were tasked together with
the commercial team to come up
with a recommendation on how
to construct future contracts to
avoid this issue. Through rigorous
analysis, we found that some
minimum thresholds had to be
adhered to when negotiating the
contracts depending on their
length. This insight helped the
commercial team negotiate better
contracts with a total additional
value of $5 million. This would
have never happened without the
business partnering efforts from
our side.
y In another case, two operations
managers had been tasked with
cutting 10% off their budget. Ideas
were nowhere to be found, and no
one was taking the lead until one of
them suggested hosting a workshop
where we got the teams together
to figure out how to save the 10%.
Immediately the finance team took
the lead to set the scene, facilitate
the workshop, and run the numbers
on the ideas generated and prepare
a final recommendation to deliver
the 10%. This was done in about four
weeks. The result? About $4 million
was shaved off the budget — a real
saving to the company. Without that
partnering, the ideas might have
come too late, and we would have
missed the target.
This is how business partnering
creates tangible value, coming up with
insights and influencing stakeholders’
decision-making.

What does it take for a
management accountant to
become a business partner?
The CGMA Competency Framework lists
five categories of skills — technical,
business, people, leadership, and digital.
The core skills needed to be a successful
business partner fall mainly under the
“business” and “people” categories, and
the framework devotes specific attention
to collaboration and partnering in the
“people” category. Here’s a breakdown of
some of the critical business partnering
skills:

If you haven’t held such a role in
the past, you might need to get
management buy-in to make the leap
and try a business partnering role for
yourself. The worst that can happen is
that you fail, learn from it, and succeed
the next time.
With this simple approach, you’re
ready to start the business partner
journey, a natural next step in any
management accountant’s career. ■

Anders Liu-Lindberg is a senior
finance business partner at Maersk
and co-author of the book Create
Value as a Finance Business
Partner. To comment on this article
or to suggest an idea for another
article, contact Neil Amato,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Neil.Amato@aicpa-cima.com.

y Business acumen;
y Business understanding; and
y Customer focus.

Business acumen is the skill of
knowing how to do business and how to
make money. It encompasses everything
from strategy to financial literacy. This is
where most business leaders are strong;
hence, it is something aspiring business
partners should aim to match. It is also a
more generic skill and not specific to the
company or industry you work in.
Business understanding is specific to
the company or industry you work in.
This is where you should ask questions
to understand how the business model
works and how each business area, eg,
sales, marketing, operations, etc., works
to create value.
Customer focus is critical to business
partners. If they don’t help their
customers or internal stakeholders meet
or beat their targets, then they’re not
being business partners. This is more a
mindset than a skill, but it still comes
with a concrete toolbox of how to do it,
eg, working as a key account manager.
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How can you close the skills gap?
If you’re a management accountant today
and aspire to become a better business
partner, you’re rightly asking how to
close the skill gaps you most likely will
have. Try the following steps:
y Look at the core skills outlined
above and ask your manager and
business stakeholders to rate your
current skills.
y Create a plan with your manager
of specific training courses or
short-term assignments you can
take to further develop the skills
where you have gaps.
FM-MAGAZINE.COM
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Finance business
partners on a path
to knowledge
Embrace uncertainty by adopting a principles-based
approach to business partnering.
By Julian W. Jones, Ph.D., and Robert W. Scapens, Ph.D.

I
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n the modern business
environment, levels of uncertainty
are rising and the finance function
is changing rapidly. Finance
business partners are increasingly
expected to provide leadership in the
business and to support value creation.
But how should they provide leadership
when information is incomplete?

Key takeaways for management accountants
When there is uncertainty and information is incomplete, finance business
partners require an understanding of the business that goes beyond the
numbers. Numbers-based answers, with a “finance knows best” attitude, can
be perceived as a form of functional arrogance (as one HR director put it) not
seen in other business partners, eg, legal and IT business partners.
If they are to become leaders, finance business partners need to be adept at
engaging with the business and forming trusting relationships. They also need
the ability to communicate with others in the business, who have different
perspectives, in a language they understand. Without this, they are likely to be
perceived as corporate controllers rather than business partners.
Finance business partners should engage with uncertainty in a systematic
way by embracing diverse views on a path to new knowledge that will create
value for the business. By so doing, others in the business will see them as
value creators.

Some argue that business partners
should use financial data in an attempt
to reduce uncertainty. There are risks,
however, that simple numbers-based
answers to organisational challenges will
lead to superficial responses, support
existing organisational assumptions,
and ultimately precipitate more complex
challenges. We argue that business
partners should engage with the
uncertainty and embrace diverse views
in a search for new knowledge (see the
sidebar, “Key Takeaways for Management
Accountants”). It should be recognised
that uncertainty cannot be completely
eliminated and that taking numbers at
face value can sometimes lead to
disaster.
CIMA provided funding for our
preliminary research that explored the
four principles that came out of its 2016
report Dealing With the Unknown,
available at tinyurl.com/u62faym, to help
finance business partners to act as
knowledge “orchestrators”. We
interviewed seven companies, four of
which were studied in detail and
included the perspectives of the financial
directors, CFOs, business partners, and
HR directors.

family-owned manufacturer —
anonymised as “Alpha” — which was
developing a systematic way of
maximising the potential of product
launches and product portfolio planning.
A culture of collective responsibility is
at the heart of Toyota (GB). The accounting
function has developed a governance
framework for creating robust investment
proposals to support decisions about its
marketing investments (eg, media
campaigns) that are responsive to the
market and support the global brand.
Alpha’s financial director is
undertaking the role of its senior finance
business partner and is introducing a new
business partnering architecture for
product launch and portfolio planning
decisions. He employs two business
partners who will have wider
responsibilities when the new
architecture is fully embedded in the
business.
In these two companies, finance
business partners provide leadership in
bringing together the different areas of the
business to “orchestrate” new knowledge
by embedding four principles:

Engaging with uncertainty

Both companies have created a vision for
their finance business partners
incorporating opportunities for open
discussions, challenging decisionmaking hierarchies, and creating positive
expectations of finance.
Toyota (GB)’s vision statement for its
finance business partners includes a
robust governance framework for

Only two of the seven companies we
interviewed had a systematic approach
to engaging with uncertainty. One was
Toyota’s sales and marketing company
in the UK, Toyota (GB). It had developed
a systematic way of dealing with
brand-sustaining capital budgeting
decisions. The other was a midsize
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Principle 1: Create opportunities to
open up discussions

decision-making that reflects its culture
of collective responsibility and focuses
on joint business and accounting
priorities. Its business partnering
architecture reflects this. Each division
has a business partner embedded within
it to develop their commercial acumen,
humanise relationships, and develop
trust.
Alpha signals its vision for
collaborative discussions by formalising
a cross-departmental meetings culture
for product launches and portfolio
life-cycle planning. Business partners are
referred to as “analysts” to avoid negative
perceptions of “controlling”. They are
embedded in the business and coached
in relationship building to create trust, as
this enables them to have open
discussions.
Both companies promote informal
discussions. Toyota (GB) co-locates its
finance business partners in its open
plan offices to facilitate informal
discussions across divisions, and Alpha
encourages its finance business partners
to spend time on the shop floor getting to
know staff personally. In this way silos
break down, and finance business
partners develop a rounded view of the
business and are viewed, in turn, as the
facilitators of open discussions rather
than as corporate controllers.

Principle 2: Adopt practices to raise,
praise, and mediate different
viewpoints
Toyota (GB) approaches investment
proposals through a process of enquiry
that reflects its cultural values across the
business. These values provide
guidelines to probe a business case (“a
first-hand investigation with
stakeholders”); actively seek legitimate
doubts and alternative views (“a spirit of
challenge”); and sustain its relentless
efforts for continuous improvement and
innovative thinking (“Kaizen”, a Japanese
total quality management principle).
As not all costs were allocated to
product lines, Alpha’s financial director
created cost centres. This allowed him to

challenge the assumption that profit was
created equally across all product lines
and to gain buy-in for an alternative to
numbers-driven discussions. He
conducted a product-line cost-volumeprofit analysis, but rather than sharing
the accounting analysis with the
marketing director, discussions were
anchored to business priorities and used
simple visuals (see principle 3 below).
So, for example, questions were asked
about how the product life cycle could be
extended and kept “fresh” and how
existing designs and materials could be
reconfigured to maximise profit. Having
gained buy-in to this approach, the
financial director coached the business
partners to enable them to facilitate
interdepartmental discussions and
thereby generate new ideas about
product launches.
Supported by the cultural value of
“consensus building”, Toyota (GB)’s
business partners harness ideas coming
from sales, marketing, after-sales, external
distributors, and advertising agencies to
generate new ways of maximising the
customer value proposition. Probing and
mediation occur at the executive level
across the entire investment portfolio.
Alpha does the same across product
development, marketing, and sales (eg,
probing sales volumes) to generate new
ideas for reconfiguring the materials mix
so as to maximise profit and avoid late
project cancellations.
Accounting analysis and business
assumptions are thereby challenged in
both companies. “If it [the investment
proposal] hasn’t gone through this cycle

Resources
CGMA Competency Framework,
tinyurl.com/y3td5yjf
Building a Better Business, Together,
CGMA report, tinyurl.com/yxvhk449
Research input wanted
CIMA is always looking to engage
with members to ensure that its
research is relevant to business and
the management accounting
profession. If you would like to
contribute to its ongoing business
partnering research programme,
please contact Peter Simons at
Peter.Simons@aicpa-cima.com.
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

We argue that business partners
should engage with the uncertainty
and embrace diverse views in a
search for new knowledge.
[of probing], I won’t even look at it,” the
Toyota (GB) CFO said.

Principle 3: Use visuals to facilitate
better understanding
Both Toyota (GB) and Alpha use visuals
and spaces to facilitate a better
understanding and to draw different
parts of the business into discussions
that can demystify business challenges.
Toyota (GB) has innovation labs in
each division that contain write-on walls
and various whiteboards and flipcharts
to encourage free thinking. For proposals
greater than £100,000 business partners
prepare simple investment request forms
in these labs. The forms link the
commercial view of proposals with a
more financially oriented perspective
through the use of business, rather than
accounting, language.
In Alpha, a margin and selling price
visual is used to show how the various
product mixes affect the overall
percentage margin of the business and
highlight the products that have the most
influence on it. “I try to discuss [risks and
opportunities] in just [visuals and]
words, [otherwise] people would get lost,
and it would take forever. So, everything
that I do now, everything’s about the
visual,” said Alpha’s financial director.

Principle 4: Simplify coordinating
systems to invite scrutiny and
generate new ways of constructing
knowledge
Simplifying the process used to
coordinate the different parts of the
business can be a prerequisite for value
creation.
In the case of Toyota (GB), once
investments are approved, the simple
investment request form is used to track
each project, and the project owners,
working alongside business partners in
the innovation labs, create performance

indicators and easily understandable
visuals to track progress and to identify
further improvement opportunities.
Alpha has replaced the financial
reports used by nonfinancial managers
with simple visuals that facilitate
joined-up decision-making and generate
new knowledge.
Finance business partners in both
companies take a leadership role in
orchestrating value creation through the
use of simple coordinating systems,
which generate new knowledge, rather
than oversight systems that seek answers
in the numbers.
The above four principles will not, in
themselves, create new knowledge.
Knowledge is created in different ways in
different businesses. So, rather than
seeking a set of rules, we recommend
engaging with uncertainty through these
four principles. The two companies,
which have a systematic approach,
engage with uncertainty in different
ways, but nevertheless their approaches
align with the four principles.
Consequently, their business partners
are able to bring together different views
and provide leadership in orchestrating
new knowledge and thereby create value
for the business. ■

Julian W. Jones, Ph.D., is a senior
lecturer in accounting at Alliance
Manchester Business School in the
UK, and Robert W. Scapens, Ph.D., is
professor of accounting at Alliance
Manchester Business School and
professor of management
accounting at Birmingham Business
School in the UK. To comment on
this article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Oliver Rowe,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Oliver.Rowe@aicpa-cima.com.
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Finance
and the

dark
web
One cybersecurity expert explains how
to guard against the threats posed by
the ‘fraud economy’ lurking in the
internet’s deep underbelly.
By Sarah Ovaska and Drew Adamek

T

he threat of the dark web can leave organisations
feeling powerless against the onslaught of
cyberthreats.
Even the term “dark web” is foreboding, as it may
evoke images of a sinister, inaccessible digital back
alley where hackers openly sell stolen data; drugs and terrorism
proliferate; and anonymity reigns.
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However, the truth of the dark web is
more complicated and requires finance
departments to take a more sophisticated
risk management approach than with
other cyberthreats. Corporate executives
need to start planning now to insulate
their companies, employees, and
customers from cyberbreaches and the
harms of the dark web, said Emily Wilson,
vice-president of research with Terbium
Labs, a digital risk protection company.
Wilson sat down recently with FM
magazine to offer a primer on this dark
underbelly of the internet. She offers ways
management accountants can steer their
organisations to policies and practices
that mitigate the financial and
reputational risks posed by the dark web.
The content for this Q&A came from a
podcast interview conducted with Wilson.
It has been edited lightly for clarity and
brevity. The entire interview is available in
two parts at tinyurl.com/sqdyxqo and
tinyurl.com/vlcp6nw.
What is the dark web?
Wilson: It is home to some pretty
pervasive criminal communities. We’re
talking about places where you can go buy
drugs and software and stolen payment
information as if you’re shopping on eBay.
That’s a part of the dark web that I tend to
focus on — what I’ve come to call the fraud
economy on the dark web. We think of the
internet as sort of existing in three
tranches.
y The clear web part of the internet is
what we all use every day. You can

use any browser to access it, you can
get to it on your phone or on your
laptop, and you can find it on Google.
y The deep web is all of the pages
that you can only see when you’re
logged in to a certain account. People
have bank accounts, social media
accounts, email accounts, financial
services accounts, insurance
accounts — all of these accounts that
we have online and that might be
behind logins. “Deep web” also can
refer to a corporate network where I
have to be on a certain VPN to access
or on a certain network to access.
y The dark web is just another part
of the internet, but the technology
that supports and underpins it
allows for increased anonymity, user
obfuscation, and all of the things that
are very good for privacy and security
— which also means that they’re very
good for criminals.
Should we be terrified about what’s
lurking on the dark web?
Wilson: Not necessarily. There’s a lot of
myth and misconception around the dark
web, and there’s a lot of fear there. And
there are a lot of companies who rely on
that fear for marketing.
Understanding how the dark web
actually works strips away one of the
biggest things that criminals have going
for them, which is confusion, which is
aversion to looking something new and
different in the face. We don’t like it; it
makes us uncomfortable. They love that.

RESOURCES
Podcasts
“Why Finance Should Be Terrified of the Dark Web”, FM magazine, 20 November
2019, tinyurl.com/sqdyxqo
“How Finance Can Protect Itself From the Dark Web”, FM magazine, 27
November 2019, tinyurl.com/vlcp6nw
Online courses
CIMA members
Cybersecurity Fundamentals for Finance and Accounting Professionals
Certificate, tinyurl.com/ul4e8re
Cybersecurity Practical Applications Certificate Program, tinyurl.com/yx6s9xjn
AICPA members
Cybersecurity Fundamentals for Finance and Accounting Professionals
Certificate, tinyurl.com/vfqs9ct
Cybersecurity Practical Applications Certificate Program, tinyurl.com/rqjbl59
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They want us to be unsure. They don’t
want us to understand all of the cards
they’re playing with. They want
businesses to be more focused on who’s
forging checks than who has access to
hundreds of thousands of payment cards.
Can anyone access the dark web?
Wilson: You do tend to need special
technology to access the dark web. It’s
technology that effectively says, “Yes, this
person is allowed to access this network.”
One example is Tor. The browser and
network are two of the more popular and
well-known dark web networks. You can
download the Tor browser online.
The browser is software that effectively
tells that dark web network this person is
allowed to access these websites that you
wouldn’t be able to access on a regular
network. On those websites, the
technology provides anonymity and
obfuscation. It masks user traffic by going
through a variety of different locations, and
there’s a lot of encryption involved. You
have users who can use this technology to
browse without anyone knowing who they
are or where they come from. They can
hide. Very good for privacy and security,
very good for criminals.
How does the fraud economy prosper
on the dark web?
Wilson: The technology and the
infrastructure that people have built up on
this part of the internet has allowed for a
high volume of data to be hosted and
leaked and sold to a variety of different
criminal communities. That allows
fraudsters to create scalable business
models. We’re not talking about one
person with five stolen credit cards; we’re
talking about entire networks with tens of
thousands of stolen credit cards.
This is an economy because we see
vendors who are competing for market
share, people who are offering customer
service, and people who are trying to
differentiate themselves amongst their
competitors.
There’s enough supply that it’s driven
prices down except for highly
differentiated goods, the same as we
would see in a traditional economy, and
there’s plenty of demand because
fraudsters have found that this is
incredibly lucrative. You’ve taken fraud
and you’ve multiplied it ten times over,
and you’ve added technology that makes
it very easy and very fast and, in some

cases, very automated.
So, it is an economy, and we need to
change the way we think about the scale
of fraud to adjust to that concept.
You’ve talked about the need to shift
mindsets. Can you explain what that
means?
Wilson: The first shift is to move away
from “Have we had an incident? Have we
had information exposed?” to “How much
of our information is out there, and what
of our information is out there?”
Start to think about where regulation
is going, where legislation is going,
because there’s certain things I think
organisations should begin to do now.
That includes taking stock of the
information that they hold, getting a
sense of their exposure and the sort of
risk they face from their exposure.
Other questions to ask are: What sort of
expectations do you see on the horizon?
Do you want to wait to be incentivised by
one of your biggest competitors getting
some sort of massive fine? Or do you have
an ethical responsibility to start to take
your data seriously?
What should those in finance roles be
paying attention to when it comes to
dark web activity?
Wilson: Ask those who do dark web
searches on behalf of your company
about financial data. This could come in
the form of stolen payment cards, credit
cards, debit cards, which include both
personal and corporate cards — those are
incredibly popular. There are dedicated
markets that are built around nothing but
the sale of those cards and sell in bulk. We
have seen indicators that business cards
command a slightly higher price than
personal credit cards, as fraudsters can
assume corporate cards have a higher
credit limit (and perhaps a more unusual
“typical” spending pattern) than your
standard personal card. These carding
markets offer wholesale discounts. They
have holiday sales. In addition to payment
cards there are, of course, bank accounts
— very good for laundering money.
But personal information is really
important and account credentials in
particular. I say, “OK, you need to be
worried about having your credentials
exposed. How do you think they’re going
to get access to that information?” Most
often it’s things like business email
compromise. It’s things like phishing. It’s
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

‘We’re talking about entire
networks with tens of thousands
of stolen credit cards.’
Emily Wilson, vice-president of research with Terbium Labs, on the reach of the
dark web’s criminals

things like account takeover.
There’s a very limited market for
something like intellectual property or
financial projections or M&A activity or
payroll records, but there’s a big market
for credentials.
Are the effects of data breaches on the
dark web felt right away?
Wilson: No. It can take months or even
years for these sorts of things to develop
because information gets leaked and
releaked, sold and resold, remarketed
under a new brand, and businesses have
to deal with that on all fronts. Think about
that for every employee you have. Think
about that for some of your high-profile
customers. It starts to build up really
quickly.
How do we start to insulate against the
risks posed?
Wilson: Once we understand the fraud
economy, we understand the resources
they’re playing with, we understand the
playbooks they’re working off of, we
understand how they’re learning from
each other, how they’re reacting to what’s
happening in the traditional economy, the
legitimate economy — once we
understand what this looks like in
practice and that it’s actually something
more like eBay but for fraud as opposed to
scary chat rooms full of nation-state
actors who are whispering in code, then
businesses can start to do something
about it.
They can start to say, “Oh, I see. I can
build a model with this. I can understand
these risks. This is the box it fits into. This
is how they could be harming us. This is
how they might approach the problem.”
Once you have all those pieces in place,
businesses have a real leg up, especially if
they understand what data specifically
fraudsters are dealing with and what
specific avenues they could have into a
business. It changes the calculus entirely.

Does approaching risk on the dark web
differ from other types of operational
risks?
Wilson: Think about this the same way
that you think about other risk factors for
your organisation. You’re not going to go
get one data point and then say, “OK, great.
Now we understand it entirely.” It takes
time to track. It takes time to figure out,
“How am I doing compared to the rest of
my industry? Is this a problem, or is this
what I should expect? Is it normal for an
organisation like mine to have a hundred
credentials exposed in a month? A
thousand? Is it a spike from last month?
What kind of activity can I expect over a
given year?”
That’s what I see for mature
organisations who are really looking at
data as a commodity, data as a point of
risk in their organisation. They’re tracking
what information shows up. They’re
tracking what it means, and they’re
tracking how it changes.
Are the fraudulent abilities of the dark
web here to stay?
Wilson: There’s a blurred line now, if
there ever was a line, between traditional
fraud and cyber-enabled fraud. The same
way that every business is now
unavoidably a tech company — everyone
relies on technology in order to do what
they need to do — we see fraud moving
the same way. ■

Sarah Ovaska is a freelance
journalist based in the US. Drew
Adamek is an FM magazine senior
editor. To comment on this article or
to suggest an idea for another article,
contact Chris Baysden, an FM
magazine associate director, at
Chris.Baysden@aicpa-cima.com.
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Data privacy risks to consider

when using AI
New technology carries
unexpected perils that
corporate leaders should guard
against to keep consumer,
employee, and client data safe.
By Sarah Ovaska

A

rtificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to solve many routine
business challenges — from quickly spotting a few questionable
charges in thousands of invoices to predicting consumers’ needs and
wants.
But there may be a flipside to these advances. Privacy concerns are
cropping up as companies feed more and more consumer and vendor data into
advanced, AI-fuelled algorithms to create new bits of sensitive information,
unbeknownst to affected consumers and employees.
This means that AI may create personal data. When it does, “it’s data that has
not been provided with [an individual’s] consent or even with knowledge”, said
Chantal Bernier, assistant and interim privacy commissioner in the Office of the
Privacy Commissioner of Canada from 2008 until 2014 who now consults in the
privacy and cybersecurity practice of global law firm Dentons.
AI is an umbrella term used to describe advanced technologies such as
machine learning and predictive analytics that essentially shift decisions once
solely made by humans to computers.

Tips for board members dealing with AI
• Encourage management to separate AI from analysis of
other technology risks to break down the privatised
information the technology creates and any risks that the
data can be compromised.
• Make sure security protocols are followed by vendors
long after contracts for services are signed. Encourage
management to keep regular schedules to make sure
technology partners are keeping their promises to protect
personal information.
• Push management to comply with the most stringent set
of privacy regulations, even if the company isn’t currently
in the EU or other markets with far-reaching

While AI is still in its early stages — we
may have robotic vacuums but nothing
like the futuristic cartoon character Rosey,
the robot maid from The Jetsons —
industries are using the technology to
expand revenue streams and reduce
workforce costs by linking disparate bits
of information.
Few corporate executives are focused
on the privacy risks associated with the
use of AI. Discussions in boardrooms and
in C-suites are “more focused on the
possibilities and the benefits of AI than
the potential risks”, said Imran Ahmad, a
Toronto-based lawyer with Blake, Cassels
and Graydon who specialises in
technology and cybersecurity issues.

Customers want assurances
Consumers are paying more attention to
their private information and becoming
increasingly uneasy about how data about
their interests, locations, credit histories,
and more is used by entities they interact
with.
Seventy-one per cent of respondents
surveyed by global professional services
firm Genpact in 2018 said they don’t want
companies to use AI if it infringes on their
privacy, even if those technologies
improve their customer experiences. The
survey involved more than 5,000 people
in Australia, the UK, and the US.
In addition, nearly two-thirds (63%) of
the survey’s respondents said they’re
worried AI will make decisions about
their lives without their knowledge.
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requirements. That way, if the company does expand into
those areas, it won’t be an enormous burden to retrofit
security protocols.
• Follow up with technology contractors to make sure
security protocols are being followed. If an AI tool
developed by a vendor is supposed to delete extraneous
information, ask for verification that those deletions
happen. The rule of thumb of privacy law expert Imran
Ahmad, a Toronto-based lawyer with Blake, Cassels and
Graydon who specialises in technology and cybersecurity
issues, is to “trust but verify” that agreed-upon security
practices are being followed.

Europe setting the bar

Overseeing data privacy

The EU has been leading the charge to
meet consumer demand for digital
privacy protections.
The EU’s General Data Protection
Regulation, or GDPR, went into effect in
2018 and vaulted digital privacy
expectations to a higher level worldwide
by ushering in new standards on a
person’s right to his or her own
information, Ahmad said.
The EU’s new privacy rules are taken
seriously because of the potential fines for
violations. Organisations can face fines up
to the greater of €20 million ($22 million)
or 4% of their annual global turnover if
they are found to be out of compliance
with the new privacy regulations. How
data is stored, used, and protected is a
focus of the GDPR, requiring companies
to ensure their data collection and use
policies and practices are in line with the
privacy standard. Any business that uses
personal data of persons in the EU to
provide services, to sell goods, or to
monitor their behaviour, even if those
companies don’t have an office in the EU,
must comply with the rules. That requires
tight control over how personal data is
collected and processed.

Regardless of their size or scope,
companies that are using these advanced
technologies need to think through how
their customer and client data is being
protected and used, to ensure that
people’s privacy expectations aren’t being
violated unknowingly, Bernier said.
“While AI has been created post many
privacy laws, the right to privacy and the
way it has been defined and described and
recognised by the courts does apply to AI,”
Bernier said.
Here are several ways to insert privacy
concerns into management and corporate
board discussion about AI:

Boards can and should lead the push
for privacy protections
Boards can help hammer the point that
any new technologies need to take
security and privacy risks into account,
Bernier said.
Board members don’t have to
understand the ins and outs of every
new piece of technology, but they can
make sure company management
follows best practice in keeping
consumers’ data safe, she said. “They
don’t have to be the subject-matter

expert, but they do need to know
enough about the area to ask the right
questions,” she said.
Audit committee members can
stress that they would like to see that
routine checks of security protocols are
being conducted and that plans are in
place for any possible security
breaches. (See the sidebar, “Tips for
Board Members Dealing With AI”, for
more advice.)

Many companies will be better off
collecting and storing fewer data
points than stockpiling every bit of
data available.

Limit yourself

Inject risk awareness into technology
discussions

Many companies will be better off
collecting and storing fewer data points
than stockpiling every bit of data
available. That’s because having large
volumes of personal data, going back
years, can lead to more problems if there’s
a security breach, Bernier said.
On top of that, having large data sets
with hundreds of categories of
information can make them unwieldy
and make it hard to explain to consumers
which variable led to a decision to decline
them for a loan, turn them down for a job,
or target a particular product towards
them.
“You avoid excessive collection, and
you get a logic model on a database that is
manageable,” Bernier said.
Companies should have routine
schedules in place to examine what data
they have on hand, with timetables to
discard or thin out the information.

Think about security from the get-go
Many companies, especially those just
getting off the ground, focus on how to
make their idea work and attract funding
so they can get to the next point and
scale up.
The thought of how to protect data and
personalised information does not often
become a primary concern in the first
stages of a company’s life, Ahmad said.
Neglecting that puts businesses at a
disadvantage.
By incorporating protections and best
practice processes to routinely screen for
issues, companies will be better off in the
long term, he said. Corporate boards and
top company officers should consider the
data security piece whenever they are
looking at AI for business solutions,
Ahmad said.
“They really need to make sure that
whatever solution or development is
going to be used includes risk-based
compliance,” he said.
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Companies should be assessing their
reputational, as well as monetary, risks of
employing technologies that may create
privacy concerns on an ongoing basis, said
Atif Ansari, CPA (Canada), CGMA, the
president and a founder of Canadian data
analytics firm Piik Insights. That’s not
happening often enough, and those in the
C-suite need to ensure that any AI or other
advanced technologies, like any other
company networks, are protected from
cyberattacks or breaches, Ansari said.
“It is incumbent on boards and
executive management to consider the
risks that a breach could pose,” he said. “It
should be on the radar.”
That includes having discussions about
what information is collected and shared,
and how it is used to inform other business
decisions.
His data analytics firm purposely
doesn’t use personally identifiable
information in order to protect clients
from inadvertent privacy disclosures, he
said. Piik Insights works primarily with
clients in the retail and restaurant sectors
in North and South America.
For example, the company collects and
uses only four digits of a customer’s credit
card to track their purchases and offer
insight into consumer trends to its clients.
“We can draw some analysis from this, but
it doesn’t personally identify any particular
individuals,” Ansari said.

Be precise about vendor use of data
Before signing up with any vendor, discuss
how data provided by your company will
be used and whether the vendor plans to
use the data on other projects, Ahmad said.
Having those details spelled out in
contracts, and making sure those
contractual promises are kept, will go a
long way towards making sure private
information is protected.
“It’s out of your control,” Ahmad said

about what happens once sensitive
business information and customer data
are handed off to a third party.
He also suggested considering
worst-case scenarios and making sure
those third parties have insurance policies
that will cover the costs of any major
cyberbreaches.

Make sure the analysis does not
go too far
Data thefts by cybercriminals aren’t the
only concern, Bernier said. Having the data
go too far, and making conclusions that an
individual is uncomfortable with, can raise
other privacy concerns. She pointed to the
now well-known case of the retailer Target,
where the company’s algorithm based on
purchase history determined a teenager
was pregnant before she was ready to talk
to her family about it and sent coupons to
her home.
Bernier recommended looking at what
is done with customers’ data and whether
new privacy information is being created
by linking up data and coming to a
conclusion that could speak to a person’s
health, education, or other personal
information.

Bringing privacy to the forefront
Corporate leaders are having more
conversations about ways that advanced
technologies and AI can affect individuals’
privacy rights, and what to do about it,
Ansari said.
“There’s much more awareness, but
there’s still a lot more educating we need to
do,” he said. ■

Sarah Ovaska is a freelance writer
based in the US. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for another
article, contact Sabine Vollmer,
an FM magazine senior editor,
at Sabine.Vollmer@aicpa-cima.com.
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Modelling staff costs
over different
periods
It’s not pretty to model costs (or revenues) in Excel when they
don’t fit into standard reporting periods, but it can be done with
formulas that are not nearly as complex as they look.
By Liam Bastick, FCMA, CGMA
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C

onsider this common problem in financial
modelling. Costs (or revenues for that matter) and
reporting dates seldom coincide. And that causes
problems.
For example, consider an annual reporting model
and staff costs. Staff have this really irritating habit of not
starting jobs on the first day of the financial reporting year (for
simplicity, in this illustration, let’s consider the reporting year to
be the calendar year). They can be quite inconsiderate in this
regard. There may be other complications, too:
y They may choose to work part time.
y Their contracts may only be for a certain period or be
terminated (and this can happen at any point in the year).
y They like having pay rises.
In other words, modelling these costs can be complicated.
Modellers typically react in the only way they know how:
constructing formulas Tolstoy would have been proud of and
Sheldon Cooper would struggle to understand. More often than
not, this all ends in tears — but there is a better way.
Rather than trying to build the entire calculation in one cell,
step it out.
This makes it easier for end users to understand, and the
greater transparency reduces the risk of errors in formulas. Allow
me to explain with an example — as usual supported by an Excel
file available at tinyurl.com/yxy5cm85.
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To explain the logic, let’s first create some global
assumptions. These are inputs that govern general constraints or
parameters in the model. The assumptions for this example are
shown in the screenshot “General Assumptions”.
Note that I have called these constants rather than variables,
although I have then inconsistently formatted them as variables.
For the record:
y A constant is an input that rarely changes in a model.
Examples include the number of hours in a day, the
number of days in a week, or the number of months in a
year. These numbers are given range names to avoid hard
code being incorporated into model formulas.

General assumptions

y A variable is an input that may change, particularly when

undertaking what-if? analysis. Examples might include
staff salaries, sales per month, and tax rates.
y Variables are sometimes considered constants when
they will not be subject to sensitivity or scenario analysis
or are intended to be constant over the time horizon
of the forecast model. That is what has happened here:

Hours_in_Working_Week and Probation_Duration are
really variables but are assumed to be constant for the time
horizon modelled — hence I have decided to refer to them
as constants for the purposes of this article. You might
disagree.
Next, I need some staffing assumptions, as shown in the
screenshot “Staffing Assumptions”:

Staffing assumptions
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account probation dates, fixed-term contracts, and
terminations or extensions to original contracts. In the
“Staffing Assumptions” screenshot, column Q calculates
the end date (the logic of which may change from model to
model) or else reports N/A where no end date is given, ie,
it is assumed the staff member will still be employed at the
end of the final reporting period.
The next step is to calculate the proportion of each period
each staff member will be available.
In the screenshot “Proportion of Period, Wide View”, columns
F, G, and H refer to the Start Date, End Date, and FTE Rate,
respectively, for each employee. The proportion available is then
calculated in the table to the right within the screenshot. For
example, the formula in the first period for the first employee
(Sally Anderson in December 2019) is provided in cell J18 (see
“Proportion of Period, Tight View”) and is calculated as:
=MAX(MIN(J$7,$G18)-MAX(J$6,$F18)+1,0)*$H18/J$8

Apologies if the screenshot tests your eyesight, but essentially
the inputs need to provide:
y A method of identifying the employee. (This might
be by staff ID number, but here I have used first and last
names.)
y How many hours each employee will work
relative to the hours in a working week. This is so a
full-time-equivalent (FTE) rate may be calculated. For
example, if someone works 30 hours a week compared to
a 40-hour working week, this would represent a 75% FTE
rate.
y Annual salary for the employee assuming they were
working full time.
y The envisaged salary increase each year. For simplicity,
my example assumes salary increases are all processed on
the first day of the next calendar year.
y Employee start date.
y Employee end date (where applicable), taking into

Proportion of period, wide view
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The formula may look a little involved, but it is not that
sophisticated:
y MIN(J$7,$G18) calculates the earlier of the final day in the
period and the End Date;
y Similarly, MAX(J$6,$F18) calculates the later of the first
day in the period and the Start Date;

Proportion of period, tight view

y Therefore, MIN(J$7,$G18)-MAX(J$6,$F18)+1 calculates

the number of relevant days in the period. The adjustment
of adding one (1) is to ensure the later of the first day in the
period and the Start Date is included;
y Calculating the maximum of this and zero, MAX(MIN(J$
7,$G18)-MAX(J$6,$F18)+1,0), is computed just to ensure
the End Date is later than or equal to the Start Date;
y Multiplying by the scalar $H18/J$8 prorates by the FTE
Rate and then divides by the number of days in the period.
After calculating the relevant periods the staff member is
employed, I now need to identify when it is a period that the
salary increase should be triggered. I do this by identifying the
year of employment. This logic holds even if the periodicity of
the model (ie, the duration of each period) is not a year (such as a
month or quarter).

Year analysis

Rather than trying
to build the entire
calculation in one
cell, step it out.

The next calculation is to work out the annual salary
attributable to the period, even if the period does not represent a
full 12 months or the employee does not work full time (the
following stage is where this annual salary is then prorated for
the period). The logic here is to identify the salary for year 1 and
then inflate it when year 1 changes to year 2, year 2 changes to
year 3, and so on.

OTE annual salary

Let me explain the mechanics behind this calculation using
the formula in cell J38 (as shown in the screenshot “Year
Analysis”):
=IF(AND(I18=0,J18<>0),1,IF(J18<>0,I38+
(COUNTIF($I38:I38,I38)=(Months_in_Year/Periodicity))*1,))
Again, it’s not pretty, but it’s not that complex:
y The logical condition at the beginning of the IF statement,

=IF(AND(I18=0,J18<>0),1,…, identifies the first year. The
references to row 18 look at the proportion of the period
the staff member is available, comparing the current
period (J18) with the previous period (I18). When the
current period is non-zero, but the previous period was
null, this triggers identification of year 1.
y The remainder of the formula,
IF(J18<>0,I38+(COUNTIF($I38:I38,I38)=(Months_in_Year/
Periodicity))*1,), calculates the year number of subsequent
periods when the proportion of the period the staff
member is available is greater than zero. It is not as simple
as adding one (1), in case the periodicity of the model
changes. It takes the previous year number and adds one
(1) only when the number of subsequent periods equates
to a full year (ie, the number of periods equals Months_in_
Year/Periodicity) from the last year change.
For example, if the model were quarterly, the periodicity
(number of months) would be three (3) and Months_in_Year/
Periodicity would equal 12/3, which would be four (4) periods.
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The formula in cell J56 (as shown in the screenshot “OTE
Annual Salary”) achieves this:
=IF(AND(I38=0,J38=1),$F56,I56*
(J38<>0)*(1+($G56*(I38<>J38))))
It’s another longer formula, but the ideas remain simple:
y The first part, IF(AND(I38=0,J38=1),$F56,…, checks to see

whether the corresponding period is the first occurrence
of year 1 (row 38 is referenced; see the two screenshots
“Year Analysis” and “OTE Annual Salary”); if so, the initial
salary in column F is displayed.
y Otherwise, the formula
I56*(J38<>0)*(1+($G56*(I38<>J38))) is used to check
that the year in row 38 is non-zero (otherwise the
salary is zero). Further, for non-zero years, if the
year changes in row 38 between this period and the
previous period, the salary in the prior column is
grown by the inflationary factor in column G. If not,
the salary from last year is used.
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Creating this formula keeps things simple and does not
require salaries being scaled up and scaled down for FTE rates,
midperiod start dates, or midperiod end dates. The whole idea is
to keep things simple.
It is the next two calculations that then prorate these salaries.
The first calculation prorates for the duration of the period
(regardless of whether the employee is full time or is just starting
or ending).

OTE salary by period

Breaking an ugly
formula into steps
makes it easier for
others to follow and
therefore trust.
Stepped out like this, others can follow the logic, even if the
formula may appear a little daunting initially. Not all formulas in
Excel can be short, sweet, and elegant. Sometimes, brute force
and ignorance are used to bulldoze a calculation. Breaking an
ugly formula into steps makes it easier for others to follow and
therefore trust.

This is a simple calculation. For example, the formula in cell
J70 (as shown in the screenshot “OTE Salary by Period”) is:
=J56*MIN(J$8/Days_in_Year,1)
ie, the annual salary is prorated based on the number of days in
the period (J$8) divided by the number of Days_in_Year.
The final calculation is even simpler. For example, the
formula in cell J88 (shown in the screenshot “Actual Salary”) is
given by:
=J70*J18
In other words, the salary for the period is multiplied by the
proportion of the period that the staff member is actually available.

Word to the wise
The aim of this article is to communicate that sophisticated
calculations are often better stepped out. This example is
precisely that — an example. The chances that a problem you
may face is identical are unlikely. For example, you may need to
consider:
y The impact and timing of bonuses;
y Real versus nominal growth rates;
y Discretionary pay rises at varying rates;
y Promotions;
y Varying FTE rates; and
y Unpaid/sick/carer/paternity/maternity leave, etc.
However, if you think through the ramifications of whatever
cost or revenue item you are modelling, with planning, you
should be able to construct a similar stepped set of calculations.
Practice makes perfect! ■

Actual salary
Resources
CIMA members
Advanced Excel: Practical Applications for Accounting
Professionals, CPD course, tinyurl.com/rpzjula
AICPA members
Advanced Excel: Practical Applications for Accounting
Professionals, a CPE self-study course, tinyurl.com/wvhuega

Liam Bastick, FCMA, CGMA, FCA, is director of SumProduct, a
global consultancy specialising in Excel training. He is also an
Excel MVP (as appointed by Microsoft) and author of
Introduction to Financial Modelling. Send ideas for future
Excel-related articles to him at liam.bastick@sumproduct.com.
To comment on this article or to suggest an idea for another
article, contact Jeff Drew, an FM magazine senior editor, at
Jeff.Drew@aicpa-cima.com.
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meet preparation.
The Finance Transformation Certificate Program
is for leaders in the future of finance.
What your finance team looks like now is not what it will
need to look like in the near future.
The Finance Transformation Certificate Program helps you
lay the groundwork with insights into why the changes are
necessary and how your team will need to respond.

For more information on
learning for your finance
and accounting staff, visit
cimaglobal.com/learning.
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How to
overcome
resource
allocation
challenges
Finance can help businesses choose the
best places to invest and spend.
By Tim Cooper

I

ncorrect or ineffective resource allocation is one of the
biggest reasons businesses perform badly.
“Executives are not bad at running businesses, but
they invest too much in their below-average business
lines and too little in their above-average ones,”
said Greg Milano, the CEO of Fortuna Advisors, a
consulting firm in New York City.
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A new report by Fortuna Advisors says management
teams should appraise and allocate resources between
their business lines in the same way that an investor would
select stocks.
Nearly all executives understand this, but hardly any do
it, the report said. Instead, most spread resources
uniformly across business lines without recognising the
best opportunities.
Research from McKinsey paints a similar picture. It
shows that many companies’ resource allocations are
highly static, with most allocations across business units
staying the same from one year to the next. Those that
reallocate more actively tend to perform significantly
better, the research said.
Tim Koller, a Connecticut-based McKinsey partner, said
that much of this stasis is due to biases such as loss
aversion and so-called anchoring, in which companies
tend to focus on what they did last year rather than starting
from scratch and linking resources directly to strategy.
Resource allocation is rarely easy, as 92% of corporate
strategists in a Gartner survey call it the biggest barrier to
effective strategy. And the challenges to effective resource
allocation aren’t going away.
Political infighting and bureaucracy have long been
obstacles. But recently an increase in factors causing
uncertainty, from trade wars to Brexit and the global

‘Ranking projects forces you to
start with something less political
and prioritise correctly for the
corporation.’
Tim Koller, a McKinsey partner

slowdown, have exacerbated political
infighting, driving resource allocation
challenges to new heights, the Gartner
report said.

Endemic problem
The challenge lies in comparing projects
with undefined goals or with results that
can’t be equally measured. Muhammad
Amin, CPA (Canada), ACMA, CGMA, senior
finance manager at Core-Mark
International, said: “Strategic planning is
often wasted because of political
infighting over resources. One reason is
that sometimes the project outcomes are
highly subjective and can’t be easily
quantified over others — for example,
how do we measure the effect of capital
expenditure on office renovation and
safety expenses versus training and
development?
“So, often it poses a challenge for CEOs
to identify right priorities, and they spend
much of their time assessing projects that
could have been pushed back or
abandoned because their returns are not
aligned with the corporate vision.”
Milano agreed that it can be difficult to
measure outcomes in some corporate
divisions. “It’s harder to apply to the HR
department, for example, as they don’t
have a profit line,” he said. “So, often the
functional heads who can negotiate the
best get the resources. IT has also been a
problem for a long time. Some IT projects
we see are ill-conceived, but they are
presented as, ‘If we don’t do this, the sky
will fall,’ so they get the money.”
John Mobley, CPA, a partner with
Fortium Partners in the US, said another
reason companies get allocations wrong
is they do not have an enterprise-wide
methodology to approve project
expenditures.
“CFOs are in the best position to set up
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this methodology, but they often don’t
have enough time or knowledge to do it,”
he said. “Many decisions therefore stay
with department heads, such as the CIO,
or at lower levels in the organisation.
Making decisions at lower levels is easier,
as it avoids formal approval processes. But
the CFO needs to be more involved in
project prioritisation.”

Solving the problems
To reduce political pressure on decisions,
Mobley’s company recommends a
methodology that has management-level
steering committees help with
prioritisation by reviewing the business
case for project expenditures then
monitoring their progress.
“Often, you see steering committees at
executive level but not at management
level,” Mobley said. “But you need them at
all levels, so management can see the
priorities in the whole company, not just
their own divisions. Again, one reason
these steering committees don’t exist in
many companies is that people don’t have
time for them.”
Koller agreed that senior executives
need to take on more detailed decisions
themselves.
“Executives need to be more granular,”
he said. “If you have four divisions with
15 units each, many boards will allocate
between the four divisions. But they
should make decisions about projects in
the 60 business units, too, ranking them
with a financial metric such as net
present value.
“Ranking projects forces you to start
with something less political and
prioritise correctly for the corporation.
Without this granularity, you can end up
spreading money all over the company.”
Amin suggested a similar approach,
saying that executives should ask

divisions what they would cut from the
existing budget to fund additional
spending requests, in the event their
budget proposals are not approved. “This
will allow them to think on their feet and
find better, unconventional ways to
achieve the desired results,” Amin said.
Milano aims to give people more
transparent measures and incentives.
“Rather than saying, ‘You have to cut X,’
incentivise them to cut X,” he said.
“Then they want to do it — and the
transparency means they know it’s the
right thing to do.”

Improving accountability
Milano also recommended imposing
more accountability on the people who
receive resources for delivering the
anticipated benefits.
“Most companies do not have enough
accountability,” he said. “At a minimum,
the reward systems need to link to these
people’s personal outcomes. So if they
keep asking for resources they don’t need
and underdeliver, they will feel that pain
personally and will be more careful about
asking in the future.”
Too many companies’ annual bonuses
link to profit, even for functional
managers, rather than specific objectives
tied to the requested resources, Milano
said. “We need to ask, ‘What measurable

Resources
CIMA members
Ebook
Budgeting, Forecasting and Planning in
Uncertain Times, tinyurl.com/va2bprc
Online course
MBAexpress: Best Practices for
Better Budgeting and Planning,
tinyurl.com/sswh7cq
AICPA members
Paperback
Budgeting, Forecasting, and Planning in
Uncertain Times, tinyurl.com/rfdj8oc
Online course
MBAexpress: Best Practices for
Better Budgeting and Planning,
tinyurl.com/s6t9hbz

Agile resource allocation
Resource allocation should be separated from the two other
purposes of the traditional budget — targeting and
forecasting. Three purposes fulfilled in one process and in
one set of numbers might seem very effective. But herein
also lies the problem: The three do not go well together.
How can an ambitious sales target also represent
expected revenues? How unbiased is a cost forecast that is
also a line manager’s only shot at getting access to
resources for the next year?
These conflicting purposes can only be solved by
separating the three into different processes, allowing for
different numbers. The separation opens up exciting
improvement opportunities within each process and allows
each to run on rhythms better suited for their purposes.
With that separation, resource allocation should be
dynamic. Business teams can always forward projects for
approval, at any time. How high up one needs to go is
regulated by a mandate structure, which needs to be loose
enough to avoid too many decisions going up the chain of
command. A yes or no to a project depends on two things:
1. How good is the project (strategically, financially,
nonfinancially)?
2. Do we have the capacity (financially, organisationally — as
things look today)?
Dynamic forecasting is used to monitor whether new
commitments are within current financial constraints —
which is also a dynamic picture.

things will we get for this budget plan
from HR or IT, for example?’” he said.
“Then hold them accountable in the same
way we would if a business head’s profit
fell short.”
The finance function can play a key
role in increasing this accountability and
in overcoming people’s biases. Koller said
companies need an influential financial
planning and analysis (FP&A) team to
achieve this, however.
“Many companies do not have this, as
they have cut back on the number and
seniority of people in FP&A, reducing
their influence,” he said.
Another way to overcome biases is to
improve decision-making governance,
including instilling a robust debate
culture, and having a strong corporate
centre that is independent of the many
groups competing for resources.
“Our research has also found that it’s
much more effective to have a small
number of executives making resource
allocation decisions than a huge group,”
Koller said.
The timing of meetings is also
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Managing operating cost without a traditional budget is
more challenging, but it is absolutely possible. Here, there
are fewer big and distinct decision points, so we need other
mechanisms. These include alternatives like:
y “Burn rate” guidance: Operate with full autonomy
within this approximate activity level;
y Unit cost targets: You can spend more if you produce
more;
y Benchmarked targets: For example, unit cost below
average of peers;
y Profit targets: Spend so that you maximise your
bottom line; or
y No target at all: We’ll monitor cost trends and
intervene only if necessary.
What is described above is drawn from the Beyond
Budgeting model and its 12 principles. Separating the budget
purposes and improving each one must be part of any agile
transformation journey.
— This content is adapted from “Want Business Agility? Throw
Out the Calendar!” FM magazine, September 2019, available at
tinyurl.com/r7ps4sv. The article was written by Bjarte Bogsnes,
who is active in the Beyond Budgeting movement and heads the
implementation of Beyond Budgeting at Equinor (formerly
Statoil), Scandinavia’s largest company. He is the author
of Implementing Beyond Budgeting: Unlocking the
Performance Potential.

important, said Marc Kelly, a Gartner
vice-president and team manager. “In
many cases, executives receive lots of
information and have to consume it and
make decisions in that same meeting,” he
said. Kelly advises starting with a session
that focuses just on the facts, taking a
one-day break, and then coming back and
making decisions.
Kelly also advocated an Eastern
philosophy called fu pan, which derives
from chess but has been adopted
successfully in organisations such as
Lenovo. In essence, fu pan is a continuous
process of analysing what works, what
does not, and why.
“The point of fu pan is to get the
organisation to have a more objective
understanding of the existing challenges
and eliminate the blame game that
sometimes takes place,” he said.

Value measures
Many companies struggle with resource
allocation because the many measures
they use are each incomplete and are
not good enough to signal value

creation, Milano said. One of his
clients, a large consumer products
company, is completely revamping the
way it thinks about such measures,
Milano said. Another healthcare client
embraced similar measurement
changes.
“Every measure tells them a different
thing, so too often they give up and smear
money across the company without
enough regard to where the real
opportunities are,” he said.
When that happens, bureaucracy and
political infighting get to an unhealthy
level and become part of the culture, said
Milano. The way to address it is to bring
the emphasis back to results and how you
measure and incentivise people. ■

Tim Cooper is a freelance writer
based in the UK. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Neil Amato,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Neil.Amato@aicpa-cima.com.
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A finance manager shares the lessons he learned from setting up a
joint venture with a Chinese partner in the public transport industry.
By C.F. Wong, ACMA, CGMA
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Issues
CFOs should
consider before
launching a JV

B

ack in 2001 when China
joined the World Trade
Organization, foreign direct
investment (FDI) poured
into China’s first-tier cities
such as Beijing and Shanghai with
frenzied anticipation that China would
be the biggest growth market of the
century. In the winter of that year, I
took a position as finance manager in
China for a business unit of a foreign
public-listed company. The company
provided public transport, including
operating taxis and commuter trains.
Despite China’s rapid urbanisation
and its global ambition, many sectors
in those days were closed to 100%
foreign ownership. The only way for
any foreign enterprise to get a foot in
the door to China’s vast and profitable
market was to form a joint venture (JV)
with a local partner in China.
The company I worked for decided
to structure the JV as an equity joint
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venture — a limited liability company
where both parties share profits and
losses according to their respective
equity holdings — essentially what you
will find in most parts of the world. In
this article, I share how my experience
on the project gave me some excellent
insights into what finance departments
should consider before launching a JV
in any market, not just China.

Getting started
My team met with many potential equity
JV partners across many cities in China in
search of the right match. We used three
criteria to evaluate prospective partners:
y Chemistry. Assess the feel-good
factor about the partner — something
that makes you trust the other party
and want to work with them. This
is the most important factor when
choosing an equity JV partner,
especially establishing chemistry
with the senior management team.

Building
relationships
and chemistry
with the
potential
partner’s senior
management
team is the most
crucial factor in a
JV’s success.
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compelling reason the potential JV partner
has to want to form a JV with us?”
Continually asking this question will
enable you and your organisation to
evaluate the partner strategically.

y Strategic fit. The parties’ mid- to

long-term goals should be similar
enough that each party can envision
how the partnership will help each
of them achieve their own strategic
goals.
y Deal structure. Will the parties be
able to agree on the structure of the
deal at an entry price that makes
sense for both parties?
Evaluating partners was a difficult
process. Many deals fell through due to a
lack of chemistry, a mismatch with the
general direction of the potential partner,
or a failure to agree on an entry price for a
mutually beneficial equity JV. (Even a JV
that begins well may someday outlive its
usefulness and need to be ended, as
discussed in “How to Shut Down an
Unprofitable JV” on page 50.)
I finally came across a businessman
who owned one of the largest taxi fleets in
Beijing who was interested in partnering
with us. We took time to get to know each
other, cultivated the relationship, and
understood each other’s vision before
eventually forming an equity JV.
Based on these experiences, I
developed three simple tips for finance
leaders to improve the success of any JV.

Choose the right partner
Many organisations have dedicated
in-house business development teams or
mergers-and-acquisitions teams that go to
the ground to look for potential deals.
Organisations sometimes use outside
parties to help broker a deal. These include
consultants from investment banks and
private-equity funds, or boutique firms
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that specialise in brokering or introducing
deals to potential buyers or sellers. The
options also include government
departments or private individuals with
contacts in the market.
But these sourcing avenues are only the
beginning of the JV formation process.
Building relationships and chemistry with
the potential partner’s senior management
team is the most crucial factor in a JV’s
success.
When searching for the right partner,
both parties of a potential JV are faced
with immense internal and external
pressures to make things work. Many
have to show results for a successful
acquisition or JV to their internal
management and external shareholders.
In my case, it was having the company
undertake a strategic initiative to achieve
more than 50% of total annual revenue
from its international markets within the
next five years.
Furthermore, some potential partners
may only reveal the “positive” side of their
business — especially if they are the
keener party to form the JV. For example,
one potential JV partner we came across
was expanding so rapidly that it could not
increase its credit limit with any bank. We
later realised that banks were going to
recall its loans and put it under a liquidity
crunch. Our alert team spotted this red flag
and took appropriate actions to further
evaluate whether this JV partner was the
“right” fit for us.
Before signing the JV contract, both
parties should pause and re-evaluate their
counterpart holistically. A useful question
to keep asking is: “What is the most

When exploring the feasibility of a JV, we
dived deep into the financial and
operational numbers of the potential JV
vis-à-vis its revenue and market potentials
from our perspective. The potential JV
partner — or deal brokers such as
investment bankers — may produce a set
of numbers from their perspective that can
assist our assessment of the return on
investment (ROI).
It is vital to have someone with deep
industry and business knowledge of the
financial and operational numbers
evaluate the JV from your own
organisation’s perspective. Having a “gut
feeling” on the feasibility of the potential
JV is important because I’ve learned from
my past experiences that the usual
due-diligence process will not uncover all
uncertainties surrounding the ROI
evaluation.
In the Beijing JV case, the number of
licences available to operate taxis was
capped at 60,000 by the Beijing city
government. In order to cover our large
fixed costs and invest in modern
technology such as installing a GPS on
each taxi, a minimal economy of scale had
to be present to generate positive ROI.
Looking only at the financial and
operational figures of the potential JV
partner was insufficient to consider ROI
from our perspective.
Other considerations include looking at
the market segment and its growth
potential in the mid- to long-term, as well
as the strength of competitors. You should
also consider the supply chain —
including fixed assets purchases, spare
parts, and human capital — when
assessing the ROI.
Questions we asked ourselves were: If
competitors were to make a strategic move
to acquire other players in the market
rapidly, would our ROI still make sense?
And what is the likelihood of such forces
affecting the feasibility of the JV? What
happens if there are prolonged delays in
getting a taxi due to a restriction on the use
of diesel engines? We also recognized that
even if the potential partner was
purchasing taxis at $5,000 per vehicle, that
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C.F. Wong, ACMA, CGMA,
says it is vital that a company
considering entering into
a JV have someone with
deep industry and business
knowledge of the financial and
operational numbers evaluate
the JV from the organisation’s
own perspective.

Consider ROI from your perspective,
not the JV partner’s perspective

didn’t mean the new JV company could
purchase taxis at that price.
My recommendation is to perform
various forms of due diligence on major
operational purchases.
Because uncertainties are risks to the
business, I would recommend that the JV
contract include certain built-in
warranties from the local JV partner.
These warranties could protect the foreign
investors in the event of incomplete or
inaccurate “confidential information” that
was fraudulently provided. For example, a
warranty could state that the foreign
investor will not incur any liability arising
from the use of such fraudulent
“confidential information”.

might hurt their career advancement
compared with employees who stay at the
“head office”.
It’s important to develop a strategy to
address those concerns so that you can
build a JV management team that will
cultivate trust with JV partners. The best
leader for such a team will have key
character attributes including high
emotional intelligence, strong
communication skills, and the ability to
build win-win solutions when
conflicting ideas present themselves. n

Resources
Reports
Management Controls in Automotive
International Joint Ventures Involving
Chinese Parent Companies, tinyurl.
com/y3phe8nb
Building a Better Business, Together:
Welcome to Finance Business
Partnering, tinyurl.com/y34lhrys

Choose the ‘right’ person to manage
and engage the JV company
I have witnessed many JVs in China fail
due to a lack of trust and communication
between JV partners. This is further
complicated if a JV has many parties
representing the interests of its individual
shareholders, which is likely to happen.
To compensate, companies should
form a team to manage the JV from the
beginning. This team should stay involved
when the negotiation moves into more
advanced stages with an eye towards both
evaluating the project and building trust
with the JV partners.
While it’s vital to have the right people
working on the project, I have seen too
many organisations fail to send their best
employees to a JV. Companies also should
be aware that many employees are
reluctant to work in a JV as they fear it

C.F. Wong, ACMA, CGMA, is a member
of the Association of International
Certified Professional Accountants’
North Asia regional advisory panel
and head of finance at a company with
manufacturing and sales operations in
China. He has more than 20 years of
experience in finance, including
strategy planning and execution,
strategic finance business partnering,
operational management and
improvements, mergers and
acquisitions, and automation. To
comment on this article or to suggest
an idea for another article, contact
Alexis See Tho, an FM magazine
associate editor, at Alexis.SeeTho@
aicpa-cima.com.
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Crafting a
For those playing new
roles in M&A deals, early
planning can pave the
way to success.
By Cheryl Meyer
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C

onsider this scenario: You buy
a house, and before moving
day you call utility companies
to turn on the electricity and
other services and television
and internet providers to set up the
connections. Then, you paint the walls
— all to make your relocation as painless as
possible.
“If you do the painting before the
furniture comes in, it’s easier,” said David
Braun, founder and CEO of mergers and
acquisitions advisory firm Capstone
Strategic Inc., in McLean, Virginia, and
author of Successful Acquisitions: A Proven
Plan for Strategic Growth.
Now, consider this analogy again but
with a scenario that has gone wrong: Your
company acquires another business. But
unlike your home-buying process when
you planned ahead, company leaders focus
so intently on deal negotiations that they
overlook what comes next. They aren’t
prepared to add people to payroll quickly,
to handle branding issues, to set up
technology changes, or to communicate
with employees, customers, and others
about why they did the deal and how
things will unfold. As a result, post-merger
chaos ensues, causing angst and costing
money.
“The longer such nuts-and-bolts issues
are put off, the more ambiguity and
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100-day M&A
integration road map
uncertainty predominate — and the more
value can leak from a deal,” reported Grant
Thornton, in its 2018 Deal Value Curve
Study, which polled CEOs, CFOs, managing
directors, and other high-level executives.
Only 14% of all deals surpass their early
expectations for income or rate of return,
the study noted.
The solution, said Braun and other
M&A experts, is clear: Create a 100-day
road map well before the deal closes to
guide acquirers through even the trickiest
of unions. In truth, integration can take
months or years, but the first 100 days is
crucial to jump-starting a successful
merger. This initial plan, which outlines
integration stages and involves teams in all
functional areas, is critical to ensuring that
the merger goes smoothly and that all
stakeholders in the deal — especially
coveted employees — are satisfied and
retained.
“At its core an acquisition can be
deemed a success if the return on invested
capital is greater than the buyer’s cost of
capital,” Braun noted. “This isn’t going to
be defined or measured by anyone other
than the finance leaders.” And this plan, he
added, needs to be executed quickly so
customers are not annoyed or lost, and at a
time when employees and others are open
to change. After several months, that
window of opportunity vanishes, like
water evaporating on a sweltering day.
“Without the plan it’s basically a false
start,” echoed Christophe Van Gampelaere,
founder of Global PMI Partners in Ghent,
Belgium, and a contributor to the books
Mergers & Acquisitions: A Practitioner’s
Guide to Successful Deals and Cross-Border
Mergers and Acquisitions. Without a
detailed strategy, expected synergies may
not be reached, revenues and profitability
may slide, and disgruntled employees,
confused by the changes, may exit. In its
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recent study, Global PMI Partners found
that inexperienced buyers have more than
a 50% chance to be in worse shape
financially three years post-deal.
While integration plans vary in
structure, all acquirers, particularly
finance leaders, need to take basic steps to
ensure a smooth transition. And these
actions need to be thought out early, prior
to the deal’s close, to avoid disarray and
disruptions in operations.
M&A specialists offer the following tips
for establishing a successful 100-day
course:

Communicate the rationale of the deal
Once the acquisition closes, communicate
with stakeholders quickly to avoid
uncertainty. Keep your message consistent
to employees, unions, suppliers,
customers, and shareholders as to why
you did the deal and how things will work.
“When you have shareholders involved,
they need to be satisfied that you have an
integration plan and that the plan is being
implemented professionally,” said Terry
Irwin, founder and CEO of TCii Strategic
and Management Consultants in London.

Communicate organisational
structure
Once a deal is announced, employees are
eager (and anxious) to know where — or if
— they fit into the new organisation. Who
is their new boss? How will they get paid?
Thus, it’s imperative that the buyer
outlines roles and responsibilities — even
if it’s a work in progress — quickly, Braun
said. If staff are confused and anxious,
gossip begins to occur. “They will always
think the worst if they don’t know what’s
going on,” Braun noted. “People’s rumour
mills are always about fear.” Also, said Van
Gampelaere, “Communicating that you
don’t know yet ... is better than not
communicating at all.”

Mix and match
Identify key employees, or people
representing various departments, and
have them meet in person — even as a
temporary relocation — with staff from
the newly acquired organisation, Braun
advised. This helps fuel camaraderie and
allows your trusted employees to report
back on any issues that have surfaced.
Disconnect can happen across time zones
and geographies, and in-person
integration increases the likelihood of
success. “Ask for volunteers,” he said.
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Tap company leaders
Heads of finance, human resources, IT, and
other departments must develop key areas
of focus from both due-diligence and
integration standpoints. Braun advises
colour-coding things based on their
“danger” potential. A “red” flag, for
instance, could mean that certain
governmental regulations regarding
payroll or taxes need to be addressed. If
your company can get a less expensive
supplier due to the growth in size of the
combined organisation, that would be
considered a “green” or “opportunity” item,
he said. Company leaders should do this
analysis and draft recommendations,
which will jump-start the 100-day plan.

Create cross-functional teams
Appoint an overall integration project
manager who can stick to deadlines and
keep others on track. Then, create in-house
functional area teams such as sales and
marketing, operations, IT, customer
support, legal, HR, and finance. Assign
team leaders — company stars — to
oversee each group. While the CFO
continues running the financial
operations of the company, for example, a
trusted employee in the finance
department may lead the finance
integration group. These teams should
include both your employees and staff
from the acquired business. Hold team
meetings early in the process to avoid
disruption, and use technology, such as
spreadsheets or other software programs,
to keep people on point. “The evidence is
clear that getting these teams together
early and ensuring you get the right people
on board is critical,” Irwin said. “Put the
right people on those teams and they will
recognise when things are going off course
— and help get things back on course.”

Identify top performers
Prior to the deal’s close you should have
identified the rising stars, at both your
company and at the one you are acquiring.
Now, the key is to involve them and not

lose that talent. “Top performers need to be
put to the test, by giving them challenging
goals in the 100-day plan,” Van Gampelaere
said. Also, these top performers can
“effectively communicate to the other
members of the acquired organisation”,
Irwin noted.

Create and monitor key performance
indicators
You know why you did the deal, so make
that reason an area of focus. If you bought
another company for its sales team,
measure how the team is performing.
Make sure you use “data to drive decisions
— not personalities”, Braun said. Similarly,
if you bought the company for its product
line, you must ensure you have enough
product to keep current and new
customers happy without interruption.
“The mistake I often see is lack of a clear
business model and shared understanding
of where the company is supposed to go,”
Van Gampelaere noted. “It’s often in the
head of the owner.”
Key performance indicators should also
involve your employees and those from the
acquired business, to help you “ensure
progress is made and corrective action
identified and implemented as needed”,
Irwin added.

Don’t overdo it
If you try to achieve too much too soon,
you may lose your focus and get off track.
“Limit the number of milestones you want
to reach in the first 100 days,” Van
Gampelaere advised. “There is only so
much you can do.”

Uncover duplications
Functional teams should uncover
duplications when conducting due
diligence, but even so, some redundancies
take time to implement, and that process
needs to continue once integration begins.
During the pre-closing phase, “Visibility is
often not there yet, and some people [or]
teams need to get a chance to prove
themselves,” Van Gampelaere said.

Consider an M&A adviser
Cheryl Meyer is a freelance writer
based in the US. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Drew Adamek,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Andrew.Adamek@aicpa-cima.com.

Look into hiring an M&A advisory firm to
guide you through the post-merger process
before integration begins. “Companies have
smart people who are used to managing
projects,” Braun said. “They just don’t know
how to organise this type of project. It can
be helpful to have a third party to get you
on the right path.” ■
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How to

shut down an
unprofitable JV
In shuttering an operation, having the right team, a consistent
story, and a focused execution proved to be a winning formula.
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By C.F. Wong, ACMA, CGMA

M

ore than a decade ago, I was
parachuted into a loss-making joint
venture (JV) in a developing country
that was a noncore business belonging
to a foreign conglomerate.

CASE
STUDY

My recommendation for the first
step in the closure process is to look
out for possible conflicts of interest
in the existing management team
and form a core execution team
that possesses the skills most
relevant to the tasks.
When the conglomerate invested in
the JV that made packaging materials for
noodles, sweets, and beverages 15 years
earlier, there were very few companies in
in the country that had the technological
sophistication and capability to produce
highly consistent and quality packaging
products at the right price. Local
competitors were not anywhere close to
the economies of scale of this JV
operation in terms of its production
costs and its highly skilled labour. The
conglomerate I worked for was also
looking to expand its business footprint.
Customers’ willingness to pay for
high-quality products was also
reasonably high due to a shift in
consumer tastes from mostly local food
to more “modern” foodstuff and
beverages like instant noodles,
chocolates, and packaged drinks.
Like the example of the JV I shared in
“Issues CFOs Should Consider Before
Launching a JV” on page 42, this JV
partnership had three important
ingredients: chemistry, strategic fit, and a
favourable deal structure. It was a match
made in heaven.
However, 15 years later, the JV found
itself far behind its competitors.
Competitors challenged the JV’s core
differentiating factor by imitating and
copying its key capabilities in machinery.
Competitors had machinery that was half
the cost of what the JV had, and they
were able to offer products and services
with very similar quality.
Against this backdrop, I was offered a
role as a finance business partner to
support the business unit head and the
turnaround of this business. My bosses
promised me that it would be one of the
most difficult assignments in my career
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up to that point. There would be ample
opportunities to stretch myself to new
limits, find entrepreneurial solutions, and
perform multidimensional strategic
business analyses to support the business
on its turnaround journey. Needless to
say, I was very excited by the opportunity
to elevate my finance business partnering
career and skillsets.

Start with strategic business
analyses
First, I performed strategic business
analyses and communicated with key
stakeholders. I met customers, suppliers,
all departments’ key personnel, and local
key stakeholders, such as the JV partner
and the local government, to get a sense of
the existing situation and see whether
they had good ideas for turning around
the company. I used many techniques I
learned through CIMA courses like SWOT
analysis, value-chain analysis, and
business model analysis to look at where
we could turn around the operation.
Working side by side with the business
unit head to provide strategic analysis and
ideas, I proposed two strategic options:
y Improve production. Invest
heavily in capital expenditure on
machinery and improve production
processes to lower the overall cost
base. In addition, to attract better
staff and workers with the aim to
increase sales, the JV would have to
move towards providing better sales
incentives.
y Strategic divestment. Since this
was not the conglomerate’s core
business, cash could be conserved
and invested in core businesses
within the conglomerate that would
yield higher returns.

Keys to success with the next steps
These two strategic options were
presented and debated extensively
amongst the business unit’s management
team and the conglomerate’s
management team. The first option to
improve production would have enabled
the JV to compete with local players on
production cost and product price.
However, my analysis showed that the
disadvantages of pursuing this option
would have been a payback period of
more than ten years and an unattractive
internal rate of return.
Eventually, the decision, taken
reluctantly, was to pursue the strategic
divestment. I was then tasked to be the
project leader to spearhead the closure of
this unprofitable JV.
From these experiences, here are three
tips finance leaders can use to improve
the chances of successfully shutting down
an unprofitable JV:

1
Form the right team
Upon the decision to commence closure
of the unprofitable JV, the first move was
to immediately transfer the business unit
head out to another business unit and
install myself (the finance business
partner) to lead the closing of this
operation. Before this decision, the
conglomerate’s management team had
called me to see if I was sufficiently
confident in shutting down the
operations if the business unit head was
transferred to a different business within
the company. In my response, I assured
the management team that I was keen to
help the company achieve the best
possible results and that I was confident
in leading the project.
Looking back, I learned that this move
was made upfront to eliminate any
possible chances a conflict of interest
might occur. For example, the business
unit head might have wanted to continue
business and might have worked against
the interest of the strategic divestment
plan. Furthermore, closing down
operations requires a lot of business
controlling and negotiation skills, which a
finance business partner is well suited to
perform.
There was also a mass one-off

retrenchment of about 300 staff and
workers in the process of executing this
closure. Hence after much consideration
and deliberation, I recommended the
formation of a core team. I hand-picked
five other core members: the finance
manager, sales manager, production
manager, purchasing manager, and
human resource manager. Notice that this
core team had all the key elements
required to “run the business unit” and, as
a result, would be the most “suitable”
execution members.
I then sought approval to form this
core team and to guarantee the core
team’s subsequent job placements within
the conglomerate after satisfactory
completion of the project. Through
persuasion and many rounds of
justifications, I was given the mandate.
This eliminated job uncertainty for the
core team members and kept the
motivation of this core team focused on
completing this project.
My recommendation for the first step
in the closure process is to look out for
possible conflicts of interest in the
existing management team and form a
core execution team that possesses the
skills most relevant to the tasks.

2
Communicate with all strategic
stakeholders in a consistent manner
Next, our team crafted a consistent
description of how we arrived at this
decision. It was vital that the core team
and I approached any stakeholder in a
consistent manner to avoid
miscommunication or rumours and to
remove second-guessing.
I first approached the JV partner
informally to give them a heads up. This
was a vital step in the entire process
before the information went public. It also
helped to gauge the level of support and
concern key stakeholders may have had
and to find ways to address them to
ensure the execution would not have
faced any unexpected surprises. We
addressed these major questions:
y Why management felt it was unable
to turn around the business;
y The two strategic options and their
pros and cons; and
y We left a door open by explaining
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

that even though this business was
to be closed, we were always willing
to explore other, more profitable
business opportunities with the JV
partner moving forward.
A JV board meeting was held to
formally present analysis and reasons for
taking the strategic divestment option.
The JV board’s approval was obtained to
liquidate all assets and to pay staff and
workers compensation at rates higher
than local statutory requirements.
Social stability is an important element
the local government seeks to preserve.
Understanding this, I then visited local
government leaders to reassure them that
the JV would pay all necessary
compensation to affected workers, staff,
and their families at rates above local
statutory requirements. We promised to
make the transition easier for affected
staff, workers, and their families and to do
whatever it took to minimise disruption
to their livelihood. We offered job
placement opportunities for those who
needed such services and additional
compensation to relatively less well-off
workers and staff.
My recommendation is to manage and
communicate with all strategic
stakeholders, many of whom should be
informed before the news goes public. It
is also important to prepare a consistent
analysis and storyline upfront to ensure
there are no rumours or
miscommunication that could affect the
execution.

3
Maintain focused execution and
business control of tasks
The major areas to focus on when
executing closure of operations are:
y Workers and staff retrenchment;
y Realisation of the value of fixed
assets;
y Realisation of the value of debtors;
y Realisation of the value of inventory;
and
y Payment of amounts owed to
suppliers.
The most critical part was to inform
major stakeholders when we would stop
operations, and scheduling workers and
staff to leave the JV company in phases.
The analysis and storyline we crafted

above were consistently used to explain
our position.
I led the core team in visiting every
customer and supplier to inform them
formally of our intention to terminate
operations and that we would stop taking
orders from customers and placing orders
with suppliers. We reassured our
customers we would stop taking orders
only after a reasonable period and would
fulfil all existing outstanding orders. We
also reassured our suppliers we would
honour obligations to pay for the orders
we placed with them and would not
default.
The best values of fixed assets and
inventory were recovered by conducting
an open public tender. CIMA training had
helped me implement many checks and
balances along the way to ensure the
tendering process was fairly conducted.
I ensured that we gave the tender to
as many sources as possible and
implemented many business controls to
ensure tendering prices benefited the JV
the most.
I would recommend anyone executing
an operation closure to conduct a
comprehensive analysis on the major
tasks involved to ensure sufficient
resources are allocated to execute the
tasks. Identify major stakeholders and
take the time to engage them and plan a
schedule from the beginning to the end.
Anticipate as many issues as possible at
the planning stage and deal with the ad
hoc issues as and when they arise. ■

C.F. Wong, ACMA, CGMA, is a
member of the Association of
International Certified Professional
Accountants’ North Asia regional
advisory panel and head of finance at
a company with manufacturing and
sales operations in China. He has
more than 20 years of experience in
finance, including strategy planning
and execution, strategic finance
business partnering, operational
management and improvements,
mergers and acquisitions, and
automation. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Alexis See
Tho, an FM magazine associate editor,
at Alexis.SeeTho@aicpa-cima.com.
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A look at the

Natural Capital
Protocol
A framework for understanding a company’s
dependency and impact on nature offers finance
departments new strategic insight into risk and opportunity.
IMAGE BY GREMLIN/ISTOCK

By Drew Adamek

T

he impact of climate is
becoming an urgent business
concern. Extreme weather
events, biodiversity loss and
the collapse of ecosystems,
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natural disasters, and policy failures to
confront climate change dominated the
World Economic Forum’s recent Global
Risks 2019 report. The WEF estimates the
value of “ecosystem services” — the

water, air, soil, and pollination on which
human activity depends — at $125
trillion a year, nearly two-thirds higher
than global GDP, and says that many of
those systems are becoming

“increasingly fragile”. Some impacts are
already showing up for businesses.
Supply chain disruptions due to
environmental disasters are up 29%
since 2012, according to the WEF. As
environmental risks grow, the “impact
on global value chains is likely to
intensify”, and “it will become
increasingly difficult to treat those risks
as externalities that can be ignored or
shipped out”, according to the WEF.
The increasing complexity and
interdependence of the global system is
adding opacity to risk management, and
unseen risks ripple throughout the
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

global supply chain. Natural capital is a
significant part of that risk landscape,
and, increasingly, it is up to finance to
assess that risk.
Some organisations are starting to
assess their dependencies and impacts
on natural capital to make financial
decisions.
In 2015, Dow Chemical announced
that the company had developed an
assessment tool to “identify and
incorporate the value of nature into
business decision making”. Unilever
has developed a set of natural capital
assessment tools as part of its

Natural capital
accounting may
be more valuable
in the learning
than in the final
spreadsheet.
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Lessons from a natural capital case study

should they consider nature in the
business decision process, and how
does that work?

By Stephen Jollands, Ph.D.; John Burns; and Markus Milne, D.Com.

A tool for decision-making
In April 2019, CIMA, with the University of Exeter and the University of Canterbury,
released a study called Natural Capital Accounting: Revisiting the Elephant in the
Boardroom (available at tinyurl.com/qsclu7q). The following is an excerpt of a case
study of Forest Enterprise England, one of the first practical adopters of natural
capital accounting (NCA), featured in the CIMA study. The agency is now known as
Forestry England.
The natural world is extremely complex and highly interconnected, which
demands that those undertaking NCA have expertise and in-depth knowledge
that is not readily available in most organisations, our research indicates.
In the case of [Forestry England] the organisation employs ecologists in the
normal course of its operations. Moreover, these ecologists provided
fundamental expertise and knowledge. It was also evident that the management
accountants involved in producing [Forestry England’s] NCA significantly
expanded their own knowledge and expertise through their interactions with the
ecologists during the NCA process. This allowed them to better understand the
stewardship issues that related to [Forestry England’s] management of the
natural resources under its control. This in turn allowed them to better engage
with the process of demonstrating to the government, and other stakeholders,
the wider value that the organisation produced for society.
This highlights, particularly given the threat of privatisation in the past, how
NCA has the potential to be utilised in societal and political debates and
discussions over what values we want our organisations to be focusing on.
The above leads to the following three main points that any management
accountant needs to be aware of before implementing NCA:
1. NCA requires in-depth knowledge and skills of the natural world, which are
not always readily available within an organisation. These may need to be
drawn in from external scientists and experts.
2. NCA may produce major benefits, not from the outcome of the NCA
calculations or values generated, but as a result of the learning that is
required to be able to undertake the process of making the NCA calculation.
3. While NCA may be beneficial in opening up debate as to the wider value an
organisation provides, it also may require a focus on issues and challenges
that are beyond the organisation’s traditional remit and comfort zone. NCA
clearly has the potential to stretch the conventional accounting entity
boundary, something that may no longer be based on legal, ownership, and
transaction rules but rather scientific understandings of ecology.
Stephen Jollands, Ph.D., is a senior lecturer in accounting, and John Burns is a professor
of management and accountancy at the University of Exeter in the UK. Markus Milne,
D.Com., is a professor of accounting at the University of Canterbury in New Zealand.

Sustainable Living Plan. French asset
management company BNP Paribas
Asset Management has started
evaluating natural capital dependencies
and risks in its investment decisions.
But the bigger benefit of natural
capital assessments may not necessarily
show up on the balance sheet but in a
deeper discovery — and understanding
— of hidden risks and opportunities
lurking in a business’s operating
environment. That knowledge may also
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offer companies a competitive
advantage while protecting the bottom
line. When finance professionals see
their company’s dependencies, they can
better invest to protect the business
foundations of a company.
But if management accountants are
to start taking on natural capital
accounting practices, whether it is out
of a concern for the environment or
motivated by financial results, they’ll
need to answer two questions: Why

Natural capital is a significant part of
many business models, and
management accountants need to start
considering it as part of their strategic
mandate, according to Jeremy Osborn,
FCMA, CGMA, D.Phil., director of
business and stakeholder engagement
at the International Integrated
Reporting Council.
“Natural capital is arguably the most
significant capital because if we
diminish our stocks of natural capital,
there is nothing on which to base
economic value at the most
fundamental level,” he said.
However, accounting for natural
capital has not generally been part of a
company’s long-term management
strategy or a management accountant’s
job. To start including nature into the
business process, companies and
accountants will need new means to
do so.
One of those means is an open
source accounting framework called the
Natural Capital Protocol (available at
tinyurl.com/ul86ve8), developed in 2015
by the Natural Capital Coalition, a
collaboration of businesses, academics,
professionals, and organisations,
including CIMA.
The Natural Capital Protocol is the
world’s first set of common standards
for supporting strategic decisionmaking around a sustainable
relationship with natural capital. The
protocol lays out the foundations of a
natural capital accounting system that
has the potential to expand the role of
management accountants beyond
traditional balance sheets.
“It is part of the evolutionary change
in the role of chartered management
accountants in the business community
to take on concepts like natural capital
accounting,” Osborn said. “I firmly
believe that accountants, particularly

management accountants, have got the
right skillset to play a significant role
because they are the ones helping to
manage their business from the inside.”

Risk and opportunity
Because it is nearly impossible to put a
consistent price tag on nature — the
value of a tree is very different for a
lumberjack than it is for a fisherman —
the Natural Capital Protocol doesn’t
focus on valuation.
Rather, the Natural Capital Protocol
is a decision-making framework that
offers finance professionals a more
nuanced, holistic understanding of the
risks and opportunities hidden in an
increasingly complex world.
“It’s still very experimental, and it is
primarily for decision-making,” said Eva
Zabey, executive director of Business for
Nature, a global coalition aiming to
unify the business voice to call for
action to reverse nature loss. Zabey led
the development of the Natural Capital
Protocol for the Natural Capital
Coalition, when she was at the World
Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD), an organisation
of CEOs advocating for sustainability.
“It’s not a reporting standard. This is
a new additional framework that can be
used to help make better decisions with
more information about potential risks
and opportunities, or how big those
risks and opportunities are,” she said.

Impacts and dependencies
For finance professionals who want to
start looking at the role that natural
capital plays in their businesses, and the
risks and opportunities it presents, the
first step is to frame their objectives by
considering a “wide range of impacts
and dependencies that your business
has perhaps not considered before but
which may be relevant to your business
and stakeholders”, according to the
Natural Capital Protocol.
“What the protocol does is,
fundamentally, make you take a long
look at your business model,” said Mark
Gough, executive director of the Natural
Capital Coalition. “It asks questions
about where your resources come from.
One of the things that often happens is
that people pick up the protocol and
realise they really don’t understand
their business model as well as they
thought they did.” (See the sidebar,
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‘The CFO is the obvious
champion for this within
a business.’
Mark Gough, executive director of the Natural Capital Coalition

“Lessons From a Natural Capital Case
Study”.)
Through this initial phase of
framing, by thinking deeply about how
the company interacts with nature,
finance departments can start to better
understand where a company’s natural
dependencies and risks lie, both
internally and in the supply chain.
Once a finance department has
considered the widest range of
dependencies and impacts, the protocol
then moves to a scope stage in which
companies can start deciding on the most
relevant of those. Finance professionals
have to define the specific audience for
the assessment, articulate the objective,
determine the limits and focus of the
scope, and start technical and planning
issues, according to the protocol.
After the assessment has been
scoped and the objectives determined,
it’s on to perhaps the trickiest part of the
process: measuring and valuing the
dependencies and impacts. The
protocol suggests paying particularly
close attention to “changes in the state
and trends of the natural capital related
to your business impacts and
dependencies”. There’s no one right way
to do that, as there are no standardised
measurements or quantifications
within the protocol.
“It can be very confusing, especially
for finance people, because we’re
borrowing financial terms without
using them in the exact same way,”
Zabey said. But, she added, “They can
help in saying, relatively speaking, this
impact outweighs this impact.”
But it’s not just about finding a
financial value, according to Osborn,
who also helped draft and test the
protocol. Rather, it’s about gaining
insight that increases the value that
management accountants can bring to
the organisation.

“It creates an opportunity for the
management accountants and the
finance team within an organisation to
work with those with whom they may
not have worked before, like the
sustainability team, around business
analysis and to work out how to
integrate the natural capital assessment
into financial assessment,” he said.

The future of natural capital
accounting
Natural capital accounting is a way for
companies to shift their thinking about
value — how they create value, what’s
valuable to them, and where they get
their value from — and the finance
department is best equipped to assess
these questions.
“It has to sit in finance because
finance are the people within
businesses that hold that information,”
said the Natural Capital Coalition’s
Gough. “The CFO is the obvious
champion for this within a business.”
No matter how a company or a
finance department decides to
investigate the relationship with natural
capital, the exercise will prove valuable,
according to Zabey. Natural capital
accounting may be more valuable in the
learning than in the final spreadsheet.
“Somehow we’ve been using
overcomplicated and technical terms to
basically say it’s just going to be better
business to have the right information,
to understand your risks, and to think
about these opportunities of what is the
best investment strategy,” she said. ■

Drew Adamek is an FM magazine
senior editor. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact him at
Andrew.Adamek@aicpa-cima.com.
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China’s 2019 CGMA awards
and CFO Forum

A

Andrew Harding, FCMA, CGMA

Shirley Liu, FCMA, CGMA

t the combined 2019 CGMA Annual Awards and CFO Forum held in
Shanghai in early December, delegates heard the Association of
International Certified Professional Accountants’ Andrew Harding,
FCMA, CGMA, chief executive–Management Accounting, speak on the
Future of Finance, trust, and innovation in management accounting.
The Association signed a memorandum of cooperation with China
International Talent Exchange Foundation, a Chinese government body
that promotes training and professional qualification certification.
Delegates also heard speeches looking at the macroeconomic outlook for
China in 2020 and on “Integrated Thinking and Global Perspective of CFOs”.
Other speakers included Shirley Liu, FCMA, CGMA, vice-president and
CFO of Coca-Cola Greater China and Korea and the chair of the
Association’s North Asia regional advisory panel; and the CFO of Jaguar
Land Rover China, Arthur Yu, FCMA, CGMA.
The CGMA awards recognised companies including China Pacific
Property Insurance Company, State Grid Shandong Electric Power
Company, Beijing Automotive Group Co. Ltd, Fosun International
Limited, Ping An Asset Management Co. Ltd, and Wanda Hotel
Management (Shanghai) Co. Ltd.
Ruijuan Mo, the CFO of Qingdao Haier Biomedical Co. Ltd, won the
award for The Most Valued CFO of the Year 2019.
Individuals recognised in the CGMA Finance Leader of the Year 2019
category were:
yyy Gang Liu, FCMA, CGMA, vice-president, CFO, Haier Financial
Holdings.
yyy Jianbin Wu, executive vice-president, Yango Group Co. Ltd.
yyy Christina Zeng FCMA, CGMA, CFO, China Services, Lenovo Group.
yyy Ben Sun, deputy general manager, China West Airport Group Co. Ltd.
yyy Tong Zhang, co-president, Bulls Capital Co. Ltd.

Institute wins award for member
reskilling campaign

C
PHOTOS BY PAILIXIANG

IMA has won a member services award in the 2019 Accountancy
Europe Digitalisation Awards for its Future of Finance campaign to
reskill the profession and deliver sustainable careers. Accountancy
Europe is the Brussels-based organisation representing 1 million
qualified accountants through 51 professional bodies from 36 countries.
CIMA members can learn about the technologies disrupting the
profession in the “A to E” of finance at tinyurl.com/y2ofecms and use the
code MINDSET20 to obtain their free Digital Mindset Pack.

F
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Important changes to regulations
governing CPD monitoring
ll members are required to undertake CPD, which is an
important part of the guarantee of professionalism that
is imparted by CIMA membership. To ensure that our CPD
monitoring remains robust, fair, and targeted, Regulations
Part 1 13–18 (which govern CIMA’s CPD monitoring
requirements) have been updated.
The updated Regulations will come into effect on 1 March
2020. So that you are aware of the changes and how they impact
you, please see the updated Regulations and further guidance at
tinyurl.com/w6ceq7l.

What are the changes?
The essential requirements for members — to undertake
CPD, retain a record of it, and submit that record for review if
required — remain the same. The main changes are
contained within Regulation 18, which sets out the
consequences of noncompliance. Regulation 18 emphasises
that by renewing their membership, members are declaring
that they have undertaken CPD in accordance with CIMA’s
requirements. Any member who is found to have made a
false declaration in any application for renewal may be
subject to a penalty or disciplinary action.
A new Regulation 18A introduces financial penalties for
noncompliance. Any member who fails to provide adequate
records of CPD undertaken in accordance with the Institute’s
requirements by the specified date will be subject to a system of
financial sanctions (the Fixed Penalty Scheme). A first breach of
the CPD requirements will incur a fixed penalty of £100 or local
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currency equivalent. Any second breach will incur a fixed
penalty of £250 or local equivalent. A third CPD breach will
result in referral to the Institute’s Disciplinary Committee for
consideration of further disciplinary action. Failure to pay any
fixed penalty under the Fixed Penalty Scheme within 56 days of
the date of sending the demand will also result in referral to
CIMA’s Disciplinary Committee.

Why the changes?
Undertaking CPD and being monitored for compliance is what
sets professional accountants apart from the unqualified or
unregulated. In an increasingly complex business landscape, a
robust CPD monitoring programme ensures CIMA members are
seen as professional, relevant, and properly equipped for the
demands of business now and in the future.
If you are selected for monitoring, CIMA has a dedicated team
of staff who can help you through the CPD monitoring process.

What can I do now?
Keep learning and use the Competency and Learning website to
record your development activity.
It is also important that you ensure all the contact details that
CIMA holds for you are up to date, so that we can contact you
should you be selected for CPD monitoring. If you are selected,
you must submit your record to CIMA using the Competency
and Learning website (competency.aicpa.org/users/login) or
confirm you work for an accredited employer (see the list of
accredited employers at tinyurl.com/svhpgwy).
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Resources to support new Code of Ethics

A

longside its updated Code of Ethics
(cimaglobal.com/codeofethics), CIMA
has completely refreshed its ethics resources.
Students and members may face a range of
ethical dilemmas during their career, and
CIMA is here to support them in dealing with
these effectively. Visit cimaglobal.com/ethics

to find a range of new materials including
videos, articles, and quizzes to test your
knowledge. They are designed to help you
understand and apply the CIMA Code of
Ethics, as well as deal with new and
emerging ethical challenges such as those
posed by new technologies.

CIMA president joins
centenary celebrations in
Australasia

T
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he Institute’s president, Amal Ratnayake, FCMA, CGMA,
was in Melbourne and Sydney in Australia, and
Auckland in New Zealand for a series of centenary
celebrations in November 2019. Australasia is globally the
third-largest CIMA member region.
At member events, as well as marking CIMA’s 100 years,
Ratnayake acknowledged current long-standing members.
Sydney’s event, with the highest number of attendees on
record, was held for the first time at the city’s Luna Park, a
1930s harbourside amusement park.
The Auckland Business Breakfast event for members was
held at the Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron with New
Zealand’s finance minister, the Hon. Grant Robertson, as guest
speaker. He shared insights on the future business outlook for
New Zealand, the transition to a digital economy, and how the
country can be a breeding ground for innovators and startups.
Earlier, in October, Ratnayake was at events in Toronto,
London, and Bristol. In September, he introduced the
Institute’s Anthony Howitt Lecture, which was held in
Edinburgh, Scotland.

Above, CIMA President Amal Ratnayake, FCMA, CGMA,
recognises the service of Auckland Branch chairperson
Niroshini Jayasekera, CPA (Australia), ACMA, CGMA. Below,
Ratnayake speaks at the CIMA centenary cocktail event in
Melbourne, Australia.

Charity Commission: Concern around
external scrutiny of charity accounts

T

he UK charity regulator, the Charity
Commission, is working with the
accountancy sector to drive up
standards. A recent study of 296
charities (available at tinyurl.com/
tlnq829) by the commission highlighted
that only around half of the reviewed
accounts of medium-sized charities
(with an income of £250,000–£1
million) met the regulator’s external
scrutiny benchmark (see the policy
paper available at tinyurl.com/wz8qk3b).

Of smaller charities with an income of
£25,000–£250,000, only 37% met the
scrutiny benchmark.
Members should also refer to the
commission’s guidance on the independent
examiner’s responsibilities in relation to
the scrutiny, preparation, and filing of
accounts (see the guidance available at
tinyurl.com/zvw72jw).
Members who provide external scrutiny
of charity accounts must ensure they work
within the required standards.
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Your learning
starts here.
No matter where you are in your finance career or
what your learning style is, there’s something for
you at the CGMA Store.
Explore our extensive range of online CPD courses,
videos and webcasts covering a wide range of
practice areas.

Visit cpd.cimaglobal.com.
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Inspecting the ‘crop’
A worker inspects solar
panels at a solar farm in
Gansu province, China.
China is the world’s biggest
CO 2 emitter but is also
a leading generator of
renewable electricity.

PHOTO BY CARLOS BARRIA/
REUTERS

O

ver the past decade, there has been $2.6 trillion invested globally in renewable
energy capacity, with China leading the pack and smaller countries like South
Africa and Chile investing significant percentages of their GDP. However,
despite sizable growth in the industry, total renewable energy consumption
globally only amounts to about 15% of all energy use, according to the 2019 BP
Statistical Review of World Energy. As some countries attempt to move toward low-carbon
economies, management accountants play a crucial role in driving sustainable strategic and
operational decisions in organisations.

Blockchain. Data analytics. RPA. Cybersecurity. Our new learning opportunities equip
you with everything you need to future-proof your career. And disrupt the disruption.
Learn more at cpd.cimaglobal.com/Disruption.
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Get more with a
CIMAplus subcription.
Exclusive for CIMA members, CIMAplus allows you to
purchase CPD in advance. Save time and money with
access to resources worth hundreds of pounds, to gain
skills to support your day-to-day work.
Your 12 month subscription includes:
XX2 CGMA Store courses
XX5 CGMA Essentials videos
XX4,000+ magazines and journals
XX1 million+ company information records

Subscribe today at
cimaglobal.com/cimaplus
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